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Bomb Threats, Alarms Disrupt Classes
by Mary Phil Guinan

Radical Snowball
Underground claimed responsibility
for a rash of bomb scares and fire
alarms that disrupted classes on
three days last week. None of the
threatened explosions or fires occurred, however.
The first bomb scare, which occurred in Higgins on Monday morning, resulted in the postponement
of a biology exam for pre-med majors. About 240 students were
affected. Capt. Watson of Security,
said the departmentregarded the incident as separate from the series of
events which occurred on Tuesday.
Watson and a number of the
students in the biology class believe
the threat was probably called in by
a student unprepared for the exam.
On Tuesday, the turmoil began
shortly after 11 am. An anonymous
caller informed Security that 2
bombs had been placed in Carney,

The

set to go off a half-hour apart. Ten

minutes later, another anonymous
call warned of a bomb in Higgins,

set to explodein an hour. Within the
next hour, 6 separate calls were

received warning of bombs in 6
different buildings, including Babst,
McElroy and the Stuart Building at
Newton. In every instance except
one, a male voice identified himself
as a member of the Radical Snowball Underground.
RSU spokespeople reiterated the
groups responsibility for the disturbances to several sources. WZBC
received a call around noon from a
woman who stated that the RSU
was responsible for the bomb
threats and that there would be
more. Shortly thereafter, a woman
called the UGBC office repeating
the same message. The Security office received one more call from a
man who warned of further protest
against the tuition hike which the
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The RSU makes good on its promise to "disrupt" university activities.
Many of Tuesday's classes were interrupted by a series of bomb threats

administration is planning. He
assured security that they would be
notified when these unspecified actions were to take place.
Security intiated an immediate
response to the first three calls.
Local police and fire departments
were notified and the three buildings
- Carney, Higgins and Lyons were
evacuated. As a result, hundreds of
students waited idly for an hour or
more while the buildings were
searched. As the threats multiplied,
however, a different approach was
decided upon. Vice President for
Student Affairs Kevin Duffy, said
that "In the beginning, we advised
people to evacuate because we could
have been dealing with seriously
deranged people who actually would
follow through with their threats."
Having apparently determined that
the threats would not be carried out,
the administration advised a less
disruptive course of action and left
the decision of whether or not to
evacuate in the hands of the individuals in the affected buildings.
Captain Watson reported that they
followed the same procedure on
Wednesday when another threat
was called in. "We didn't clear the
building of the bomb scare and left
the option up to the people."
Once the decision was made not
impose evacuation with each bomb
threat, classes began to return to
normal. Soon after, another tactic
was used. Beginningshortly before 2
pm. and continuing until three, fire
alarms were triggered in McGuinn,
Devlin, Higgins and twice in
Carney. The Newton Fire Department responded in force to the first
alarm. It was atleast twenty minutes
before it was officially determined
that the alarms were fraudulent, and

the trucks could return to the station. When three more alarms were
triggered beginning a half hour
later, only one truck returned. A

fireman interviewed

at

the time

complained of the stupidity of the
pranks and of "crying wolf." No
group or individual claimed responsibility for the false alarms.
Although it has not specifically
claimed responsibility for several
disruptions on Tuesday, the RSU is
suspected by many to be behind
them all. Around 4 pm. on Tuesday,
someone ignited a fire in a men's
room in Devlin. In reporting the incident to The Heights, security
added that it was "suspected to have
been done by the same group."
Kevin Duffy said that "This type of
activity is irresponsible and unacceptable. It is also illegal and
criminal." He spoke of the "lack of
a sense of responsibility toward the
administrationand towardthe community at large" which this sort of
action exhibits. Referring to the
RSU's initial letter to The Heights,
Duffy said that the group "at no
time has made any attempt to approach responsible administrators
for information" and emphasized
the poor student attendance at the
weekly budget meetings. Duffy
labeled the perpetration of bomb
threats and false fire alarms as a
"very serious type of criminal conduct. .productive of nothing except
chaos and disorder." Duffy added
that those responsible would be
treated "as criminals and
prosecuted" to the full extent of the
law.

.

In an attempt to prevent further
incidents Captain Watson had extra
police officers stationed in Gasson,
Lyons and St. Thomas More for
several hours on Tuesday night. He
explained the action as an attempt
The investigation is proceeding to "anticipate - to try and stay one
on two fronts, according to Watson. step ahead of them, if such a thing is
Campus police and Edward possible."
Hanrahan, S.J., dean of students,
Ron lacobucci, UGBC president,
are attempting to identify the
assailants and the Reservoir joined the administration in
residents who threw objects from protesting Tuesday's activities. He
their windows. Both Watson and said he had "receivedthe impression
Hanrahan indicated that they are that most students were upset,
more interested in punishing the angry and annoyed." He expressed
Reservoir residents than the a desire to meet with the RSU in
assailants. They said there would order to work together to fight the
have been no trouble if nothing had tuition increase and added that he
been thrown. Watson stated, "They didn't think that "the administragot what they deserved if they were tion will be intimidated or pressured
by these incidents."
(continued on page 5)

Two Beaten In Reservoir Disturbance
by Jim Green

Timothy MacDonald, A&S '77,
and Joseph Valdini, SOM '77, were
beaten in their Reservoir apartment
by a dozen black males following a
racial incident outside the Reservoir
Apartments last Wednesday night.
Valdini suffered a broken nose
and was doused with fabric softener
and laundry detergent while
MacDonald suffered cuts and
bruises about the mouth.
Trouble began shortly after midnight when several objects were
hurled from the south wing of the
Reservoir into a group of 20-25
blacks dancing in the parking lot
adjacent to the south and west wings
of the building.
The Blacks represented chapters
of the Fraternity Omega Si Phi
from several universitites in the
Boston area. They had gathered to
celebrate the anniversary of the
fraternity's founding and were
guests of a Reservoir resident. According to several accounts, Reservoir residents, drawn to their windows by the singing and dancing,
enjoyed the performance and
applauded and cheered the participants.
Campus Policeman John Evans
decided not to intervene because he
felt the group was not doing any
harm. He informed Campus Police
headquarters of his decision not to
disperse the crowd. Afterward,
many white students in the Reservoir expressed the belief that a
group of white students behaving
similarly would have been ordered
to disperse. However, Capt. Watson, the senior officer of the Campus Police maintains that Evans'
decision was based solely upon the
nature of the disturbance.
Approximately 20 minutes after
the disturbance began, several
waterballoons and at least one egg
were thrown at the group. The
waterballoonsmissed the group, but
one man was struck on the shoulder
by an egg. No evidence was found to

substantiate reports that bottles
were hurled in both directions, but
investigations are being conducted.
Apparently infuriated by the egg
throwing, a dozen of the men, at
least one of whom carried a tire
iron, entered the building,passed by
Officer Evans in the lobby, and took
an elevator to the ninth floor. An
eyewitness in the lobby stated that
the group was swearing and very
agitated.
The group banged on the door of
924-South with the tire iron and
when nobody answered they broke
the door down. MacDonald and
Valdini were attacked in their dining room.
According to MacDonald, he saw
the group point up to a window on
their wing and yell "we're coming
up to get you", but he didn't realize
they were pointing at his window.
He saw the group enter the lobby
and get off on the ninth floor but he
still did not expect trouble himself.
When the banging on the door
began, he and Valdini had no time
to react.

MacDonald told The Heights that
in addition to beating him and
Valdini the group tipped over furniture and threw bottles around the
apartment. He believes the bottles
were wine bottles which he and his
roommates had been collecting.
MacDonald thought he smelled
alcohol on his assailants and he
thought they had poured beer underneath the doorbefore they broke
it down.
MacDonald said he was not bitter
toward Officer Evans because he
said he was not certain whether he
would have attempted to stop a
dozen angry men by himself either.
He said he was not angry with his
roommates or his neighbors for not
coming to help because he said it
happened too quickly for them to
react. He believes that they would
have helped if the attack had gone
on long enough for them to think
about what they were doing.

MacDonald added, "It is just as
well that they didn't help because if
we had resisted somebody may have
been seriously hurt."
Neighbors on both sides of
MacDonald's apartment attempted
to call police on the 911 emergency
number, however the Newton Police
refused to come because the Reservoir Dorm is under the jurisdiction
of Boston, although it is tied into the
Newton telephone exchange system.
Both neighbors said their phones
went dead after the call to Newton
Police and they were unable to call
Boston Police.

PIRG Refunds Delayed Again
by Nate Holt

The proposed Mass PIRG contract recently returned from lawyers
on Nov. 17 has thwarted a tentative
agreement between lacobucci,
PIRG, and the UGBC Caucus.
The document, which was titled a
"grant" to PIRG, left several
matters unresolved. Angry Caucus
memberssaid that the "grant" does
not comply with UGBC Executive
Assistant Monica Hillenbrand's
presentation to the Caucus three
weeks ago, which the Caucus had
agreed to.
The Caucus is now moving to
construct a framework to impeach a
UGBC president. At a tense
meeting Wednesday night, they
voted to consider a by-law directing
that a president would be notified
four days prior to an impeachment
meeting. A two-thirds vote of the
Caucus would be required for impeachment to be actually implemented though such a decision
would become effective immediately. The Caucus will decide whether
or not to accept the procedure during the last meetingin November.
lacobucci has been under a
Caucus directive to sign a PIRG
contract since Nov. 9. At
Wednesday's meeting, lacobucci

said that the recent contract is not a
final proposal, and that he would
elaborate on it further. In a UGBC
newsletter pre-dated Nov. 22,
lacobucci said that the Caucus has
no "power to negotiate contracts or
obligate the government." According to Caucus member Kieran
Fallen, "The Caucus feels that it has
this power, and is searching for
ways to implement it. To suggest
that, the Caucus cannot obligate
UGBC is, to say the least,
ludicrous." At Wednesday's
meeting, Caucus member Charlie
Peterson noted that, should PIRG
negotiations continue at the present
rate, there might not be enough
money left in the budget by the end
of the semester to fund PIRG. At
that point a contract would be essentially meaningless.
UGBC Treasurer Warren
Malone was asked if he would sign a
PIRG check, if instructed to do so
by the Caucus. Malone replied that
he would have to investigate the
constitutionality of the matter on
his own.
The Caucus also considered impounding the UGBC checks. The
Newton-Waltham Bank, which
holds the UGBC money, currently
recognizes only the signatures of

Ron lacobucciand Warren Malone,
although the Caucus has the power
to approve the president's budget.
After the meeting, caucus
member Kieran Fallon said the
basic issue was "whether we can
force lacobucci to comply with our
bill." The bill he referred to requires
lacobucci to sign a PIRG contract,
which he has yet to do. The Caucus
feels that lacobucci, in disobeying
its directive, is acting illegally. The
Caucus is now trying to find a way
to compel lacobucci to act without
taking steps which could possibly
disrupt UGBC, according to Fallon.
In December, it may have the option of formal impeachment
procedures.
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The Heights will resume publication
on Monday, December 6.

MONDAY

11:00 am. PULSE

6:30 pm. "Crossfire" - WZBC 90.3
FM.
7:00 pm. Self Defense Course Women's Resource Center. Campion Aud.
7:30 pm. I'GBC Information
Forum. Reservoir Lounge.

Retreat meeting.

McElroy 114.

3:00 pm. "Memories of
Underdevelopment" a Cuban film
masterpiece, great for Spanish,
Political Science. History, or
Sociology majors. Murray
Conference Room.
3:00 pm. There will be a meeting of
the German Academy on the 3rd
floor lounge of McGuinn. Topics ol
discussion will be the St. Nicholaus
Parly, a Christmas party in conjunction with lh c Romance
language clubs and the German
films.
4:00 pm. McCiuinn Aud.. Biberniann's Salt of the Earth. Propaganda film.
4:30 pm. Chess Club meeting in
McCiuinn 226.
6:30 pm. SON Senate meeting. '?
Cushing Faculty Lounge.
7:00 pm. Caucus meeting. McCiuinn
106. All invited.
7:30 pm. I'll SI Council Class.
McGuinn I 17.
7:30 pm. An illuslraed lecture. "The
Icon: The Theologyof Beauts" will
be offered at Shaw House, sponsored by the Honors Program
(A&S).

:30 pm. The men's volleyball tcsfm
will he playing learns from-the
Greater Boston Power Volleyball
League, at the Sportscomplcx.
7:30 pm. The University Budget: An
open seminar. Dr. Frank Campanula. Executive V.P., and John
Smith. Financial V.P. Devlin Aud..
Room 008.
10:30 pm. Music Makers, WZBC
90.3 FM This week's guests?Gary
Rossinglon. Bills Powell, and Steve
Games of Lvnvrod Skvnvrod.
7

WEDNESDAY

6:30 pm "Women's Show" - WZBC
90.3 FM.
7:00 pm. WZBC Public Affair
Program - "Helping Hands."
10:30 pm. "Msuic Breakers" features the Imaginary Dance Band.
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THURSDAY

6:00 pm.. WZBC Public Affair
Program - "Eagle's Eye"
6:30 pm. WZBC Public Affair
Program - "Athlete's Feat"
7:00 pm. WZBC Public Affair
Program - "Helping Hands"
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TUESDAY

I 1:00 - 4:00 pm. Polaris Corp. Interviews. Murray Conference Room.
12 - 1:00 pm. Brosvn Bag Lunch Status of Women in the Elizabethan
Age at WOmen's Resource Center.
4:00 - 6:00.pm. Musicians Joanna
C azden & Marsha Taylor sing in the
Women's Resource Center.
4:30 pm. Zaparo/.hian Dance
Ensemble Practice. Cheverus

4:30 pm. Zaparo/hian Dance
Ensemble Practice. Chcverus
Lounge.

6:30 pm. Judo Club Practice. Rec.
Piex.
6:30 pm. Public Debates. Fulton
Debating Society. McGuinn 113.

1

WEDNESDAY

1:00 pm "Empty Quarter" History
Film. Murray Conference Room.
4:00 pm. General Meeting of
Women's Resource Center.
FRIDAY
Karate Club Meeting.
6:30 pm. "News Spectrum" WZBC 4:00 pm.
Gym.
Campion
90.3 FM.
4:30 pm. SOM Honors Program
General Meeting. Fulton 200.
4:30 pm. Investment Club meeting.
McElroy 114.
6:30 pm. Graduate Student Association meeting. McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge.
7:00 pm. PULSE Supervisor
SATURDAY
6:00 pm. "Spanish Cultural Show" meeting. McElroy 114.
7:00 pm. Lutheran-Protestant SerWZBC 90.3 FM.
vice. A Celebration of Communion
for Advent, with Pastor Bob Griesse
of Lutheran Church of the Newtons
at St. Joseph's Chapel. For information, or to help out call Pete Lenz
964-8456 or the Chaplains Office.
ALL INVITED!
MONDAY
7:30 pm. Spanish Film Series.
5:00 pm. Modern Dance Rehearsal. Fulton 200.
Newton Chapel Basement.
6:30 pm. SON Senate meeting. ':
Cushing Faculty Lounge.
7:30 pm. PULSE Council Class.
McGuinn 117.

Think About This
Over Thanksgiving:

$239
Bermuda
all
and charges
(includes

taxes

$165
Florida
$275
Barbados
(all inclusive)
(January 8-15)
Cartegena, (includes$378

(includes all taxes and charges

f+

"\u25a0_

\u25a0__

Contact:

all taxes
and charges)

Joe Griffin or

Susie Adams

969-0100ext.3119
after 7pm

4

Member

8:30 pm. Christmas Semiformal.
Newton Lasv School Cafeteria.
9:00 pm. "The Marcelles" a show
band featuring disco and dancestyle music. Free at O'Connell
House.

5

SUNDAY

12:00 pm. Delta Sigma Theta
Membership Interviews. McGuinn
106 & 108.
Lounge
7:00
pm. Hillel Israeli Dancing.
6:00 pm. Public Debates. Fulton
12:00 pm. Interviews for Cushing Faculty Lounge.
Debating Society. McGuinn I 13.
O'Connell House
6:30 pm. Judo C lub Practice. Rec. Membership - Delta Sigma Theta 7:00 & 9:00 pm.
"3 Christmas
McGuinn
&
film
Freaks
presents
106
108.
Plex.
Littlest
Angel. The
4:00
Art
African
Shorts":
The
Display,
pm.
7:15 pm I'GBC Information Forum.
Before Christmas, and
Dance
wine
and
cheese.
group,
Night
Keyes Lounge.
Drummer Boy. Free.
8:00 pm. "Shoeshine" film showing McElrov Sludenl Lounge.
8:00
&'
10:00
THE
WIND
7:30 pm THE WIND AND THE
pm.
Italian Club. McGuinn Aud.
AND THE LION starring Oliver LION starring Oliver Reed Barry
8:00 pm. Open Poetry Reading.
Reed. McGuinn Aud.
Science Pavillion. Newton Campus.
O'Connell Grand Hall.

27
23 29

TUESDAY

Parts. Hardey Lounge. Newton.
8:00 pm South Street Planning
Council
Holiday Party.
Hhilometheia Hall.
8:00 & 10:00 pm. THE WIND
AND THE LION starring Oliver
Reed. Film Board Movie. McGuinn
Aud.
9:00 pm. Saul Shocket. one of the
finest yd/:/ hands around, performs
at O'Connell House. Free

Events Compiled by
Eileen, the Layout Staff
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THURSDAY
4:30 pm. Activities Funding Committee meeting. McElroy 114.
4:30 pm. "A .Sense of Place."
Produced by the National Film
Board of Canada and the Canadian
Habitat Secretariat. This film was
photographed in eight different
countries and explores the main
issues of human settlements. Panel
Discussion: "The Meaning of the
Habitat Confernece" by Professor
latridis and SWBB7" Class, in
McGuinn Aud.
6:30 pm. Judo Club Practice. Rec.
Plex.
7:00 pm. Yoga Class. Campion
Faculty Lounge.
7:15 pm. I'GBC Information
Forum. Hillside A Conference
Room.
8:00 pm. Humanities: Donald
Bathelme - reading his works
McGuinn Aud.
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FRIDAY

6:00 pm. Delta Sigma Theta Interviews and Membership Intake.
McGuinn 106 & 108.
7:00 .pm, Asian Student Club Dance

SATURDAY

ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE GAY ISSUE on the Boston
College Campus: A Rap group, for
information on timeand off-campus
location, contact the Chaplain's office - X3476.
On Sale Now at the Ticket Booth McElroy Lobby, ext. 3500
"Sly Fox" at the Wilbur Theatre
svith George C. Scott Nov. 16 - Dec.
4
"The Bed Before Yesterday" at the
Colonial Theatre svith Carol Charming. Nov. 15 - Dec. 4
"Oklahoma" at the Loeb Drama
Center Dec. 2-5. 8-11. (Harvard
Dramatic Society)
"Rodogune" at the Loeb Drama
Center. Dec. 16-18.
Daryl Hall & John Oates Friday.
Dec. 3 at 8 pm. at the Orpheum
Theatre. Tickets- $7.75
Dave Mason & Rory Gallagher
Saturday. Dec. 4 at 7 pm. at the
Music Flail. Tickets- $7.75.
Billy Joel Sunday, Dec. 12 at 8 pm.
al Symphony Hall Tickets $6.75.
Boston Celtics vs. Seattle Supersonics - Dec. I with Coach Bill

-

Russell. $5 tickets for $4.

Christmas Semi-Formal - Saturday.

Dec. 4 at 8:30 pm. at the LawSchool Cafeteria at Newton Campus.
Coming Soon
Boston Celtics vs. New York
Knicks. Dec. 17.
In the innermost and previously untapped recesses of that mighty mansion on upper campus, a radical
facelift is underway. December ssill
find the surgery complete on
O'Connell House and a soon-to-be
scheduled "Grand Opening" svill
reveal a dramaticexpansion of welllighted study and lounge space.
Watch for the opening date to be
announced soon.
JOSHUA CENTER is open-peer
counseling in sexuality, academics,
legal problems - general information. Open 12pm - 3 am. 7 days a
week. 969-8070 Drop in or call.
All student interested in forming a
ping-pong club please sign up in the
student acitivites office in McElroy
141.

OPEN SEMINARS
ON THE UNIVERSITY BUDGET
All interested members of the Boston College community are invited to attend the third open seminar on
the University Budget for 1976-77 and 1977-78.
Monday, November 22nd at 7:30 pm
in Devlin Auditorium, Room 008
"The University Budget:
An Open Seminar"
Dr. Frank B. Campanella
Executive Vice President
Mr. John R. Smith
Vice President for Financial
and Business Affairs
CLASSIFIEDSCLASSIFIEDSCLASSIFIEDSCLASSIFIEDSCLASSIFIEDSCLASSIF-

IM PORTA NT STI'DY ABROAD
ANNOI NCKMF-NT: Limited openings remain on CFS accredited Spring 1977

Academic Year Programs commencing Sprin*t Trimester. Early acceptance is now open
for Kail '77, Winter. Spring '78 or Full year
*77-'7H in Moscow. Salamanca. Paris. Dijon,
Florence. Perugia. Copenhagen. Amsterdam,
Vienna. Geneva. England for qualified
applicants in languages, all subjects mcl. int't
law. business. All students in good standing
eligible -freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
seniors, grads. Good faculty references, selfmotivation, sincere interest in study abroad,
-inl'l cultural exchange count more with CFS
than grade point. For applications/information: CENTER FOR FOREIGN
STI DY/AY ADMISSIONS DEPT N/216
S. State/Box 606/Ann Arbor, MICH
48107/(3I3l 662-5575.

EARN IP TO $3000 PER SEMESTER OR
MUCH MORE! Campus Reps wanted to
-post distribute for commission. Lines

guaranteed to sell. Aggressive, motivated persons. Very few hours weekly. Send resume,
$2.00. for job description, info sheets.
application forms, post & handling. Upon
acceptance receive coding number, memb.
card, work manual

free. With first weekly
commission check receive your $2 back.
WRITE: Nationwide College Marketing
Services (NCMS), Box 1384, Ann Arbor,
MI, 48106.

VERY LARGE FURN ROOM FOR
RENTrIn Newton Centre. Equi. distance to
law school and main campus. Light
housework. $25 per week, phone 527-6051eve.

NOW VOL' CAN BOWL IN NEWTON
CORNER. At Newton Corner Bowl- 29
Bacon St.. Newton, open 7 days a week. Bring this coupon and get one free string. Good
one time only and same may not use again. If
you are interested in a bowling league, please
contact Stident Affairs Office or call 9649343 ask for Henry.
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Administration To Act On Attack Incidents
by Carol Bengle

In view of the recent assaults on
female students, various university
officials are considering appropriate
action to prevent simlar future incidents.
Fr. Edward Hanrahan. Dean of
Students, instructed Fred Pennino,
Physical Plant Director, to look into
the lighting problems on Newton
Campus. Pennino describedthe present lighting as inadequate, explaining that "the lights there are incadescent. and most of them are up
in trees."
He is drafting a proposal to have
lighting installed there similar to the
way it is on Upper Campus with the
areas where the students walk at
night, the bus stops, and the dormitory entrances receiving attention
first. He expects to complete his
proposal within one week and submit it to Financial Vice President
John Smith. He said he expects to
be allotted the necessary funds to
implement his proposal.
Meanwhile, the installation of
two lights near the entrance to Newton Campus is well underway. Trie
lamp posts should be erected today.
and the lights should be operating
"by Tuesday or Wednesday," Pennino said.
Presently an informal, studentrun escort service is in effect at
Newton Campus. When women
wish to walk to the library at night,
the notify male.volunteers who es-

cort them there and return later to
walk them back to the dorms.

When asked why students would
be compelled to assume total
responsiblity for such a service.
Hanrahan replied. "I think it's a
tremendous community effort." In
response to the suggestion that the
system might inconvenience the
volunteers by interrupting their
studying, particularly during exam
week. Hanrahan commented. "Oh.
I don't think it takes that much of
their time."
Carta Oliveri. assistant dean of
students. Captain Ken Watson of
Security, and Pam Lassiter, administrative assistant to Vice President for Student Affairs Ken Duffy,
met on November 15 with students
who have been investigating abuse
against females on campus.
Cheryl McGillivray. UGBC Executive Assistant for Women's Affairs, suggested that many students
beleive that information concerning
reported incidents is deliberately
obscurred by campus authorities. "1
don't see where this idea of people
suppressing things comes from."
Watson said. "We never suppress
anything."
"Most of what we have is incidents of people exposing
themselves particularly on lower
campus. .1 believe it's the same
man all the time. We search the
grounds immediately, but we've
never been successful," Watson

said.
Currently no female police officers work for Security, despite the
fact that BC's population is over
fifty percent female. Watson admitted that there would be women
on the force, but listed financial
problems and the lack of openings
as obstacles. He stated that due to
budget cuts he has ten fewer officers
working for him than last year.
Hanrahan said that despite the
cutback, he thinks security is more
effective this year than last. The
main difference, he explained, is the
increased use of patrol cars instead
of patrol on foot. He view this as an

The University Academic Senate
voted to refer the matter of
academic registration reform to two
committees, in -a move likely to
delay any change until next fall.
The vote called for the UAS
Registration Committee to meet
with the Ad Hoc Committee (appointed by the Educational Policy
Committee (EPC) and the A&S
Board of Chairmen) and draw up a
set of resolutions for the UAS to
vote on. The groups will report back
sometime after the Christmas
recess.
The decision was made after a
discussion of a report by the UAS
Registration Committee. The report
was presented by William Griffith,
university registrar, who is not a
member of the committee or the
Senate. The UAS moderator, Gus
Fabens, repeatedly asked if a committee member was present to introduce the report. When he
received no response, Griffith
offered to give the presentation.
(There was, in fact, one member of
the committee at the meeting but he
chose to remain silent during the
moderator's questioning.)
The committee proposed several
new ideas. They recommended that
students pick up course cards on
eight successive class days from 3 to
5 pm. The present priority sequence
would remain the same as it is now,
i.e., senior majors the first day,
junior majors the second day, etc.
They recommended that the faculty
staff the card pick-up areas and be
available for advisement throughout
the registration period. The committee also recommended that the
University Registrar implement
changes to eliminate "cheating",
(the exchanging of computer cards
among students.) They also felt that
the registrar should review the
registration process and report to
the UAS annually.
The UAS discussed the report
and compared it to a report by the
Ad Hoc Committee on Registration. John Heineman, chairman of
the committee, said that he felt the
registration period should be longer.
He also felt that the priority sequence should be changed from the
present system to a sequence of
senior, junior, sophomore, and

proximately a month ago, a man
who fit the general description of
the attackerrefused to sign in when
entering Hardey one night. When
Capwell was called to the front
desk, the man agreed to sign in. This
man has been seen frequently walking a miniature dog on Newton
Campus.
On another visit to Hardey.
Capwell said that the man invited
himself into a student's room and
proceeded to make obsceneremarks
to the occupants. When the girl
complained to an RA, the man was
asked to leave and never returned.

Charles Capwell. head RA in
Hardey House, said that ap-

TheyShoot Horses, Don't They?

.

Paul McPartland
Howard Cosell might have called
it a spectacular show of student
stamina and dedicated dancing. A
podiatrist would have called it
heaven. By the time it was over, a
lot of the participants had described
it with adjectives not fit for print in
a Catholic university. Its sponsors
called it a dance marathon.
It began with 53'/: couples, each
with at least $100 in pledges for
multiple sclerosis, all loosening up
with the opening Stevie Wonder
number. Although the event was cosponsored by WCOZ(along with the
Gold Key Society of BC). most of
by

Registration Reform Delayed
by Larry Costello

improvement since a patrol car can
arrive at the scene of an incident
faster than an individual officer on
foot.
Watson listed the shortage of help
as the main reason why no decoy
has been staked out to entrap the
Newton attacker. He also mentionedthe problem of no woman officer to serve as a decoy. Decoys
proved extremely effective in
catching car theives at BC last year.
In regard to the present problem.
Watson said. "We'd try anything."

with no regard for major "namecard" system which would
and non-major courses. Heineman help reduce the cheating between
said that "student approach the prestudents. With the name-card
system, student would be issued five
sent registration system with the utmost of frivolity." He name cards which they would turn
recommended that students be in when they signed up for a course.
forced to seek proper advisement. Students, therefore, would not be
Several departments already have able to pick up more than five cards
suitable advisement procedures, acand the department would know
cording to Heineman. He cited the who is signed up for what course.
The Senate also approved a
history department's system which,
he said, eliminates the long lines. report by the UAS.Executive ComEllie Mannarino praised the method mittee on the standing Committee
structure of the UAS. As a result of
used by the Speech and Communications Department, which this action, the UAS disbanded the
requires a student to talk with a Academic Affairs Committee, the
Communications Committee and
professor before getting a course.
The Senate discussed the the Financial Information Compossibility of implementing a mittee.
freshman,

the music was not. "I hate disco!",
a girl shouted to some friends in the
balcony, as she smiled and danced.
Each dancer had a particular
style, whether it was merely shifting
from foot to foot for 24 hours or doing backfiips in time with the music.
One young lady with a "41" spraypainted on the back of her tee-shirt
was easily the strangest dancer on
the floor, managing to go through
everything from an Egyptian belly
dance to a rhumba to a minuet to a

strip-tease.
As the night wore on, those who
had optimistically begun wearing
three-inch heels had changed into
slippers. A 4'B" woman finally gave
up attempting the bump with her
63" partner. A small but relatively
rowdy Friday night crowd moved in.
Bui few of the dancers noticed when
someone occasionally fell out of the
balcony onto the bleachers ten feet
below, and dropped five feet onto
the floor. By midnight they had
already been dancing for five hours,
and several were heard to cry out in
agony"24 hours?", as they realized
they had nineteen more to go.
Forty-two couples had survived
the depressing late-night hours and
the breakfast of Mc Donald's "Egg
McMuffins" and were still dancing
by early Saturday afternoon. One
moved over to the sideline to talk to
a friend in the balcony.
"Are you really tired?"
"Of course I'm fucking tired!"
But they went on. There was
more slow dancing, but every once

in a while they would suddenly kneel
in a circle, beating the floor with
their hands, as one couple or individual after another would find
the energy to swing into the center,
whirling around amid the loud
music and the cheers. One would
never have guessed that these people
had been on their feet for twenty
hours.
By six p.m.. the last half-hour
break was drawing to a close. One
by one the dancers flopped back
onto the dance floor, savoring the
last minutes. Each went through
their own ritual - lying on their
backs with their feet propped up
against a wall, or slowly revolving
their ankles and necks. One sat up
for the entire break. "If I fall asleep
I've had it."
After delaying their last hour of
dancing for a few mintes to catch
the ten-second television spot aired
by Channel ?, they finished up, forty
and one-half couples strong. No
one seemed to mind that the last
record skipped a few times, or that
the final words from the podium
were "Make sure you pick up your
belongings and help clean up
downstairs." It was over, and they
had made it.
How does it feel to dance for
twenty-four hours? During the last
break a Northeastern girl said, "It
feels as if you've been standing on
your feel for twenty-four
hours...After it's over I'm just going
to lie down wherever I am."

Voices From the Dustbowl

-

Ted Mascola A&S '80 / think that
the RSU is going about theproblem
in the wrongway. It is essential that
the students get a voice in governing
financial affairs at BC but 1 wonder
how much the RSU can get accomplished by their actions, like
bomb threats. Even though they
have the best interests of the
students at heart, I think they might
make matters worse. More could
be achieved if they were more open
and unified with the majority of the
students.

Dana NarramoreA&S '78
/ wish they would usesome other
means than bomb threats to express
their wish for no tuition increase. I
don't think they realized they were
defeating theirpurposes by wasting
tuition money when they were taking people out of class. That was
one of my favorite classes they got
me out of

-

Billy Clemmer A&S '79
No. I
don't support the activities of the
Radical Snowball Underground.
Their views are not reflective of the
entire student body. The ways in
which they are trying to deal with
thefight against the tuition increase
is not workable. It is not the way to
deal with the administration by
threatening them. I think that the
administration would listen to adifferent group that was more of the
students.

-

John Mcneish A&S'78 Basically, I
don't like the way the Radical
Snowball called in the bomb
threats. The Ad Hoc committeeof
lastyear was much more effective in
fighting the tuition increase,
because they had student support.
The formation of the Snowball is
because of Ron laccobucci. He
didn't take a stong enough stand
against the increase, so this underground organization was formed
to fight against the increase, and
they just aren't effective enough.
Photos by Betsy Thompson
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ThisIs The Last Tuition Editorial

Well, it's all over now, and everyonecan go home and eat their turkey with nothing to be
concerned about except finals and whether the basketball team will be able to pull out
another stellar year.
After tonight there will be no more budget meetings to ignore, no more tuition rallies
that fail to materialize, nothing more to be apathetic about for a littlewhile. Everyone with
any sense of activism has either graduated or been shamed into silence.
The Radical Snowball Underground has come and gone. While its more extreme
methods were perhaps the only means of moving a student body glutted with apathy, its
failure was presaged by its lack of organization. With hundreds of students standing outside, closed out of their classes, it made no effort to provide any form of leadership, and
succeeded only in enraging students by evicting them from their "favoriteclasses".
It is probablypointless to bemoan the student behavior of the past few months. Not only
is BC steadily acquiring a more affluent population that can easily accomodate the higher
costs, but even those who don't know where their next semester's tuition is going to come
from are more inclined to complain than to do anything about it.
There will be more tuition increases in the future, and more increases in the costs of
housing and food. In time the still-occasional sincere outcry will be reduced to a mere
gesture, a formality. And in time, groups like the Radical Snowball Undergroundwill fade
away, and no one will have to be bothered by missing any classes.

Commentary

Students Factionalized
And Ineffective

The Heightsprovides an open forum for any
member of the university to express an opinion on pertinent subject matters. Responsible commentaries and rebuttals are encouraged.
by John Giarelli and Jim Von Hendy
In the initial article of this series, the
authors brought to light the falsity of the
claim thatBoston College is a "community"
by pointing out the basic division of the university into three separate groups.The fact
that the interests, characteristics, structures,
and governments of each of these factions
are as diverse as the groups themselves
facilitates the constant struggle between factions which prevents Boston College from
realizing the ideal of "community" it
already claims to have. This article will explore the problems underlying the largest
group, the students, analyzing the internal
discord, ineffectual student government, and
the inability of the students to deal effectively with either the faculty or the administration.
The students at Boston College are
divided both physically, by the housing
arrangement and the commuter population,
and psychologically by competition, selfinterest, and the preoccupation with future
considerations. The use of the lottery system
to allow upperclassmen priority housing
forces freshmen to be assigned to those areas
of housing not easily accessible to the main
campus, i.e. Newton Campus, or those areas
of housing which are least adequate, i.e.
Upper Campus, which have both been
vacated by upperclassmen. The splitting of
the freshmen into blocks is not conducive to
a sense of "community" within the class,
nor is the separation of the freshmen from
the upperclasses conducive to a "community" of the whole. Despite the opportunities for unification offered by the lottery
system, upperclassmen remain as divided as
the freshmen. Commuters, comprising 30%
of the population, are more disunified and
even less a "community. The physical
manifestations of division within the student
body are mere shadows of the deeper psychological manifestations.
An atmosphere of competition pervades
the student population, whoing itself
through excessive grade consciousness and
mass cheating which both authors have personally, witnessed. For most Boston College
students, final grades are of far greater
significance than the actual process of learning. This is particularlyapplicable to those
students in the so-called "professional"
schools of Boston College, primarily the

schools of Management and Nursing where
high grades are very necessary for job placement and continued education. In the
School of Arts and Sciences this acute competition for grades is especially evident
among pre-med students. The propensity
toward the attainment of "excellant" marks
has increased cheating in all forms at Boston
College. The authors have observed outright
cheating on exams in class, and blatant
plagarism on term papters. That these
seemingly go unnoticed by professors is
perhaps a better indication of the sad state
of affairs. Couple with faculty willingness to
inflate grades, competition and cheating
have rendered grades meaningless at Boston
College. The resultant empty competition
between students, each of whom are vying
for the best grades, creates a tension and a
hostility that destroys any attempt at student unity. By their very nature, then, the
students of Boston College, rather than
allowing themselves to form an intellectual,
cultural, social and political milieu, have increasingly thwarted their own educational
development.
That such keen competition has a
detrimental effect on students as a whole is
clear, but the problems are evenmore deeply
ingrained. Individual students (among them
those few who have endeavored to continue
their intellectual, cultural, social and
political education at Boston College), are
unfortunately engulfed in the violent atmosphere of struggle. In order to measure
up to the inflated standards of the college,
all students are coerced into concerning
themselves first and foremost with their own
grades. All other considerations become
secondary, students coming last of all
because of the hostility engendered by competition. Students become their own worst
enemies. Self-interest dominates every
aspect of their college lives.
In light of this student self-interest, it
appears contradictory that Boston College is
a school renowned for its parties, especially
when student run organizations are largely
failures. The parties offered by the students
are the only chance for escape from the
viciousness of classroom competition, yet
since the nature of these parties is negative,
and the air of competition is only temporarily eliminated, Boston College parties are drmatically anti-social. What student run
organizations at Boston College that do
function with any degree of success, are
those organizations which either sponsor
numerous beer parties, or which cater to
(continued on page 5)

LETTERS

Where Was Security?

To the Editors and the Student Body,
I wish to focus this letter on theracial incident that occurred on Wednesday, Nov.
17. There are several points which need discussion, at least, and perhaps, condemnation.
First, what is the purpose of throwing
eggs, water baloons, and, it has been
rumored, bottles at a group of black men
and women that are enjoying themselves
and, as can be assumed by the applause,
entertaining us? Second, what did a groupof
black males hope to accomplish by attacking Res. 924-Sand supposedlywrecking
the interior, along with breaking the nose of
one of the occupants? We shouldn't have to
put up with that type of lawlessness from
blacks or whites. Who will pay for the
damages to the personal belongings and to
replace the damaged furniture? It seems that
no one will identify the assailants (if that is
possible) from either the stricken apartment
or collegesecurity.
It has been estimatedfrom reports that I
have gathered that there were between ten
and fifteen men participating in the attack.
It is too bad that they attacked the wrong
apartment. Yes, fellow students, the poor
people in 924-S were just watching (at least
that is the information from my source on
the floor). Various articles were thrown
from the third and seventh floors, but not
from 924-S. And now we can ask that ever
present question, where was security? They
had come by at approximately 12:35 to see
what was happening. That is all well and
good because everyone was dancing at that
time and there was no need for their
assistance but at 12:50 or so, when the disturbance started, we could not reach them.
My neighbors tried five different times to
call them and, at last, succeeded, only to be
told that they already knew. The time span
for those calls was ten minutes. It appeared
that the central switchboard either shut
down on purpose or was indundated with
calls. Again, as in many other occasions in
my college career, security did not heed the
call in time.
Finally and most importantly, this incident is being covered up. The RA's are
downplaying it, as is security and the
residents of 924-S. The students have their
personal reasons, which is enough for
anyone, but it seems that any incident of
large proportions is hushed up on this campus. Students are not going to become
crazed with fear or constantly worry about
such incidents if they are told. On the contrary, the matter would be in the open for
discussion and it could be resolved, instead
of people harboring ill feelings toward one
another. I have to say that the people who
caused the damage must pay for it, no
matter what the provocation. No one can be
allowed to assault another for any reason;
otherwise, our state and federal laws shall be
worthless. Let's hear not only The Heights ,
but other students and administrators'
thoughts concerning this topic. I cannot be
the only one on campus thinking about it.
Sincerely,
Keith McPhail
SOM '77

Let 'Em Eat Mustard
the Editors,
I wish to bring to your attention a situaion that I feel is quitealarming and needs to

be rectified immediately! It concerns the
men who supervise the operation of the
McElroy Dining Hall. I know that in these
times of inflation and overspending
everyone is trying to conserve, but when a
Boston College student, who has already
paid for his meal card and is on a varsity
team (wrestling), comes in to a late mealfive
minutes late while the food is still out and is
denied not only dinner but even a single
glass of water, now, that is taking things a
bit too far. This has now become a semiregular occurance on many days upstairs at
McElroy which many wrestlers can attest to.
Are we to be denied meals that we have
already paid for? I am quite sure that these
men have long since eaten and digested their
dinners. I also know that after a good hard
practice every day I look forward to some
dinner and a few moments to relax.
There have been other similar disturbing
incidents. For example, my roommate one
asked a manager (the one with the
moustache, he's the most oustanding one)
for some mayonaise with which to make a
sandwich. He then asked my roommate in
an extremely sarcastic manner what he
needed it for. The manager persisted in being obnoxious and denying the request;
finally, after much discussion he grudgingly
put the mayonaise out. Is this what we must
go through to eat around here? I was under
the impression that the manager is there to
oversee the operation, delegate duties,
promote total efficiency and make sure
everything is provided for. I did not know
that he has the power to deny students'
rights, or do the students really have any
rights?
Also, I thought that when Boston College
listed their dining hours that meant that
anyone coming in during that allotted time
would be able to eat. Obviously, I was
wrong; everyone is too caught up with getting out of work early. In addition, many of
the food sources are empty or inoperable a
full half hour before closing time, again, the
student is cheated.
These events I have mentioned, which are
just a few of the many, lead me to one inevitable conclusion: that the dollar now has
top priority over the student at Boston
College. The human touch has been lost,
students have become numbers. Maybe this
is the reason why many are so apathetic and
have little regard for their school- because it
is a mutual feeling here at Boston College, a
"Catholic" university.
Sincerely yours,
Gerard J. Ottaviano
SOM '79

Who's Sorry Now
To the Editors,
I would like to retract statements I made
concerning the BC band in a letter published
by The Heights on November 8. This was
the only piece of the letter for which I had
second hand information, and I should not
have included it in the letter. I have
apologized to the band for this transgression
since I now have a more complete understanding of the situation to which the
remarks pertained. I have received no feedback from the other protagonists mainly
because the rest of the story is true. This is
the only area for which I feel I must make

amends.

Thank you,
Daniel Currie
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Chorale's Season-Opening Performance
Nicholas Morris
Friday November 19: The
Chorale is busy rehearsing and improving their seasonal concert for
Saturday in the Newton campus
chapel. The Festival Orchestra has
joined the Chorale, under the direction of C. Alexander Peloquin, who
is both excited and anxious about
the concert. After months of
coaching and cajoling, his special
psychological approach is working
wonders with the impatient
sopranos and overbearing cellists:
"Don't take anything for granted,
we are always growing, even during
the performance. Alright, can we
go from the beginningagain."
Saturday, November 20: The
Newton campus chapel is packed
with excited parents and students,
waiting for the choristers to begin.
Dr. Peloquin emerges, and after a
warm reception, begins the concert
with Charpentier's "Messe dc
Minuit pour le Noel". Charpentier
was greatly influenced by Italian
singing, and he brought this fresh
and gentle style to the court of Louis
XIV# He had a long association
with Moliere at the Theatre Francais, and is primarily remembered
for his tragic operas, but his
religious music is no less important.
Generally considered more musically cultivated and educated than his
great rival, Lully, the court favorite,
Charpentier's Midnight Mass has a
gentler and less pompridden tone
than the Masses of Lully. The work
is based on French Christmas
by

carols, and the Mass has a pastoral,
simple, and moving effect.
Peloquin spent the most rehearsal
time on this work, and the Chorale's
diligence rewarded itself with a clear
and elegant performance. The
jagged, almost syncopated, rhythm
of the Kyrie had been difficult in
rehearsal, but at the concert both
the orchestra and the Chorale interpreted the dance-like rhythm excellently. The lovely soprano-flute
duet in the Gloria was done very
well, and the sopranos were much
more reserved and less shrill than in
rehearsal. The most appealing work
was the Sanctus, followed by the
short Agnus Dei. in which the
orchestra played its best.
The
soloists for the mass were students
from the Chorale, and special praise
must go to second tenor Ed
Lambert, who sang the 'crucifixus
etiam pro nobis' from the Credo in a
natural, uncontrived and truly

'dolce' manner.
The second half of the concert
was devoted to Handel and
Palchelbel. First was the hymn
'Now Thank We' sung in German
and accompanied by an accomplished brass quintet. This
paved the way for the selections
form the Messiah, in which Al Newcomb, a Chorale alumnus, returned
to sing two tenor arias. His control
and unfaltering precision were a
special treat. The Chorale then
gave its most splendid performance
in the chorus 'For Unto Us. The
sopranos were especially good with

Kevin

Sharp

their roulages, and the climax of the d0... The impulse to sing spreads
piece, 'And he shall be called even to the audience..those who are
Wonderful', was nicely executed. It old hands at choral singing do not
is ironic that Handel, who was always restrain it.." This happened
mainly a secular composer, should last night when
alumni were asked
be remembered today only for his
to join the chorus for the Hallelujah.
Messiah, and in particular the
Hallelujah chorus. G. Bernard It was a bridge for the Chorale, and
Shaw once wrote about the Messiah one only wished for a thousand
that "every individual chorister more voices and a hundred timpani.
knows without study what he has to Peloquin repeated the Hallelujah at

(continued from page 4)
select groups of students without
positively enhancing the rest of the
student population.
The effect of an innately selfinterested and professionallyminded student body on student affiliated organizations has proven
fatal at Boston College. Like the
student body regimented into factions, the organizations are just as
remote as the students themselves
from any sense of "community."
The Gold Key Society notoriously
claims one of the largest student
followings. This is not because of its
accomplishments as an organization, but because of its weekly beer
parties. It is actually run by a tight
knit clique often or twelvestudents
who, when an event calls, round up
their sheep who are otherwise uninvolved.
Concerning the ethnic groups at
Boston College, the Black Student
Forum in particular has acted as a
detriment to the advancement of
any sense of a student community.
Rather than establishing itself as a
vigorous and essential entity of the
university, encouraging study and
appreciation of its poorly
represented heritage, they have
chosen to segregate themselves in
their own dormitory and make
minority demands of the already
fragmented cSmmunity. Similarly,
though not as callously, Hillel, (the
Jewish Student Alliance), has
augmented the further breakdown
and isolation of minority groups
from the rest of the student population.
The Campus Crusade for Christ
is a sometimes zealous lot com-

(continued from page 1)
in fact throwing things out of the
window, and have an eyewitness
who says they were." The Heights
has learned however, that a number
of Reservoirresidents have been accused of throwing objects by
Hanrahan or RA's in the building
and been told that an eyewitness had
named them. No eyewitness has
directly confronted any of the accused, despite one group's demand
that Hanrahan produce his
eyewitness and present- formal
charges against them.
Watson stated that the Campus
Police will concentrate on preventing a recurrence of the incident, not
on catching the attackers.
MacDonald told The Heights that
he and Valdini will consider going to
the Boston Police if they are dissatisfied with the investigation. He
said, "This was a criminal act and I
want them to be punished like
criminals." Watson denied that any
felony had been committed. He
described the breaking down of the
door as vandalism and the incident
inside the apartment as a fight. He
did not feel that any serious charges
could be made to stick in court.
A black woman who had been in
the parking lot during the incident
told The Heights, "Boston is a
racial town. We just don't want to
provoke anything. We don't want to
make it any worse. When I started
at BC 3 years ago it wasn't like this.
Now, Boston is not a goodplace for
me to go to school. I've come to
Yowsah, yowsah, on theirfeet for twenty four hours. How didthesekids do, it? hate it."

Martin

Kevin

Sharp

A Success
the end, but unfortunately it was
anti-climactic, taxing on the singers,
and noisier than the first time. At a
reception after the concert, Peloquin was enthusiastic about the
Charpentier and is looking forward
to the next performance on
December 10. Much hard work by
Peloquin and the very professional
Chorale produced the exciting performance on Saturday.

BC Students Factionalized

Two Attacked

Stephanie

5

prised of vexatious evangelists, who
occupied one of the author's rooms
and only alienated him further from
any sense of community at Boston
College.
The Film Societies, all two of
them, have also added to the miseries surrounding the students at
Boston College who would enjoy
some cultural films of an intellectual, or political nature, by showing
such memorable classics as "Gay
Divorcee," with Fred Astair and
Ginger Rogers, and "Pal Joey,"
starring Frank Sinatra. Why not
take advantage of the wonderful opportunity offered by these societies,
and bring truly cultural films to
Boston College?
The authors have not been very
impressed with "The Impress",
Boston College's newest and
seemingly invisible publication,
"designed to act as a communique
between segments of the University," nor have they found much
spirit within the "Withinyou" club.
The Stylus, the university publication of the arts, and of long standing
fame ahs not "cultivated literary excellence by stimulating interest in
writing for publication" anywhere
in the Boston College "community." Few students or faculty
member have submitted literary
works, and fewer still have par-

ticipated on the staff, partly because
this year's editorial board has not
been active at all in pursuing student
interests that might be lying dormant. The failure of the magazine
to attract student submissions is
again a prime example of student
apathy, since it is one of the few
Boston College organizations which
caters to the school as a whole.
Due to its bureaucratic bungling
and its. total ineffectiveness, the
authors cannot bring themselves to
expound on the infinite shortcomings of the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College,
which exemplifies student disorganization at Boston College, and
which is the least representative of
any of the students at Boston
College.
If there is to be any improvement
of the conditions of the student
"body" at Boston College, it must
be initiated by the students
themselves. They must face the
problems presented in this article
and actively seek solutions to them.
The authors propose, as a necessary
and fundamental change the disbanding of the present Undergraduate
Government, and the subsequent
formation of a more representative,
less bureaucratic replacement, able
to truly represent students in all
facets of university life.
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SPECIAL BOOK SECTION

by James F. Cassidy

By the time Halloween rolls around, the
shelves of our local bookmongers burgeon

and buckle under the weight of Christmas
gift books. These volumes are usually large,
unwieldy picture books, chock full of
graphics and relatively sparse in the verbal
department. For the unsuspecting consumer,
some gift books may seem colorful and attractive at first, but they often end up permanently exiled to a bookshelf somewhere
after languishing on a coffee table for a week
or so, gathering dust and glass marks. Since
paperbacks range in price from $6.95 to
$ 10.00 and hardcovers at least twice that
much, most gift-givers would do well to give
some though before squandering those kinds
of bucks on their loved ones. Below are a few
suggestions for holiday gifts.
ALTERNATE WORLDS, by James Gunn
(A&W Visual Library, $7.95 paperback)
Alternate Worlds, subtitled The

Peanut Politics

Or How To Grin And Beat It

RUNNING

FOR
PRESIDENT-A
JOURNAL OF THE CARTER
CAMPAIGN by Martin Schram Published
by Pocket Books-$1.95
by Robert McGrath
Back in November of last year I gave my
friend Tony a call. If there's an event in
which there is a winner and a loser, be it
track, hoop or even whether New York City
will go bankrupt tomorrow, chances are
he'll have the odds ready and the bets
covered. So it came as no major surprise
when the Brooklyn end of my long distance
link up and gave me the figures on the
Presidential sweepstakes Humphrey and

during the campaign, it is probable that an
incisive portrayal of the life and times of
James Earl Carter will not be making its
way into print for some time. The major
problem is that few if any poitical writers
have understood what makes Jimmy run.
Whether anyboky will ever reach paydirt in
that area is, of course, questionable.
If Martin Schram fails at telline us why
J.C. runs he does succeed in showing how
this political evangelist won the Democratic
momination. In truth. Running for
Presidenl-A Journal of the Carter Campaign does not attempt to show the psychological profile of the candidate but
rather, Schram's effort is directed toward
portraying the foreplanned, political,
strategy that would, eventually give Carter
the White House.
Schram, who is the Washington Bureau
Chief for the Long Island paper Newsday, is
known as a keen, albeit understated,
political observer and despite the obvious'
rush job required to get this book to press(it
came out shortly after the convention), he
succeeds in offering some new insights into
and information on, the methodology of the
Carter Campaign. For example a large section of the book deals with the now famed
"Jordan"memo. This document was
written by Hamilton Jordan(Carter's Campaign Manager) in November of 1972. In
the memo Jordan, who was then an administrative aide to Governor Carter, outlines a point by point plan for th Plains
farmer to capture the Presidency. Schram
uses this plan as a starting block for his
work, showing how the Georgia mafia's
strategy worked, what revisions were made,
and how the campaign ran into trouble when
like words of the Jordan docuthe
Pev "bible"forgotten.
The contention seems
ment were
to be by Schram that the Presidential campaign of Jimmy Carter and its success was a

Kennedy even money, Udall-3 to I, Bayh
and Scoop-4 to 1, Wallace-16 to 1 and
Harris-100 to 1. What about Jimmy Carter?
"Take any odds ya want - that cracker will
get his ass kicked as soon as he climbs out of
redneck country, and Wallace will beat him
there too."
Between now and Inauguration day the
only thing one can bet on for sure is that the
Sunnyhurst bookshelves will be infested by
paperbacks claiming to tell all about the surprise success, that grinning cracker from a
jerkwater town in Georgia. Judging from
the shodiness of the political pablum that
has passed itself off as journalisticanalysis

Hakil

combination of being the right man at the
right place and a careful planning to be a/,
the right place on time.
Running for President also makes clear
that the mistakes of the other contenders for
the Democratic nomination were also a major factor in deciding the race. The mistake*
of Morris Udall, like deciding to wage *5
much needed last minute media blitz in
Wisconsin only to discover that his phon?_
call to the TV stations is forty five minutes
too late - the time is already sold to other
candidates Carter wins the state primary
over, Udall by an extremely close margin.*
The mistakes of "Scoop"Jackson in
overspending before Pennsylvania's keyconfrontation between him and Carter - an4
watching helplessly as his organization in
that state became crippled because of lack of
Funds The mistakes of the liberal wing of
the party in not supporting one candidate
from the beginning.

.

Richard's weakness subtley; this is
downplayed by themes of compassion,
almost pity, for the flawed character. Updike seems to present the sad state of affairs
(sic) and while revealing the flaw, sees little
or no recourse for solving the problem. Here
is the problem: it is deplorable, but what can
you do? Nothing echoes Updike. Is this a
warning, does Updike seek to establish a
moral argument? No: i.e., for as Updike
contends, the flaw is never visible in the
process of decay, only in the final destruction does the crack appear. Updike assumes
the reporter's role for he refuses to moralize.
Updike assumes the role of Nathaniel
Hawthorne in the short story; characterization is essential and external events secondary. As with The ScarletLetter the flaw in
each character moves them to their eventual
destruction, destruction which is selfcentered. Yet unlike Hawthorne, Updike's
own ethical view is never made manifest.

HISTORY OF ROCK & ROLL, edited by
Jim Miller (Random House, $9.95 paper-

2aCO cheaper than the original hardbound

back)

rsion.

For those who enjoy science fiction and
i interested in its origins and development,
fernate Worlds is an idealChristmas gift.
kUREL & HARDY, by John McCabe, Al
Igore and Richard W. Barm (Ballantine
inks. $6.95 paperback)
There are about six books available on the
arket about this great comedy team and
v new oneprobably comes closerthan any
tier in capturing the spirit of those good ol'
ys on the Hal Roach movie lot.
There are two short bios on the boys,
;timonials from other show-biz luminaries
iroucho Marx: "You ask me if I find them
nny. I don't find them at all these days,
it when I do, I find them funny."), but
»st of all, it contains pictures?over 1500
'em, hundreds of which have never before
:en published. What the pictures do is to
plain and illustrate the synopses of their
l-or-so films. The complete credits of the
ms are given, down to the names of the exas, and each of them is rated on the "Der/-Scale": one derby is "below average".
vo derbies is "average", three is "above

'

For once, someone has compiled a
meaningful, accurate, complete, attractive
and extremely well-written book on the
history of rock and roll. In the past, we have
seen many cheap, worthless, error-ridden
hack jobs done to our beloved rock, and
quite simply. The Rolling Stone Illustrated
History of Rock & Roll makes them all pale
into oblivion.
Editor Jim Miller has assembled some of
the finest critical minds in music today; The
New Yorker's Ellen Willis, Phonograph
Record's Greg Shaw, The New York Times'
Robert Palmer, and Rolling Stone's own
Jonathan Cott, Dave Marsh and Greil Marcus. They approach their subjects in a
critical, penetrative way rather than a drab
history like Lillian Roxon's Rock Encyclopedia.
Add to these excellent essays the rich,
lavish photograpy for which Rolling Stone is
known. Included are many bizarre, rare and
intriguing shots of practically everyone in
the history of ro£k.
One word of warning, though?be explicit
when you ask for this book on your Christ-

-

Martin Schram recounts the story in
journal" fashion that sometimes leaves the
reader feeling like he is digesting 16
different tales instead of one book. Yet
despite the sometimes structural lack of urrification in Running for President, Schran
is consistent in almost ignoring the spec
tacular aspects and mistakes of the Carte,
campaign, such as the "Ethnic Purity'
episode(which he justs skims over), and instead seeks to show the less obvious bul
highly important turning points in the campaign Jackson's lack of money in Peni*
sylvania, Carter's near fatal overconfident
in Massachusetts, and the two years of work
that won him (Carter) the minor, but important psychologically, lowa Caucus. Schram
does not tell us much about Carter the mar
but he has succeeded in portraying Carter
the politician, and the strategy that took him
our of obscurity.

-

This movement away from moral argu
ment is a trend typical of contemporaf}
literature. It is a movement which parallel:
the decline of religion. The declineof man':
moral attitude is fully documented in tht
themes of divorce, the decay of marraige
and adultery, as it is in the works of Johf
Updike. As with most modern writers, Updike tends to detach himself from morality^
Richard and Joan Maple terminate theii
marriage in the Cambridge City
Courthouse; there are no tears. "Joan aac
Richard stepped back from the bench in un
ison and stood side by side, uncertain ofhow
to turn, until Richard at last rememberec
what to do; he kissed her." The characw
leave on equal ground, neither characte:
achieves triumph. The destructionhas come
the characters stand apart. We are left witl
little more than a bleak sense of pity, up
dike steps away.

Martin

_?^ 1

Stephanie

The Modern Dance Company of Boston Collegewill appear at 8 pm on December 3 and 4
in Newton Chapel Basement. Free Admission.

"Marigolds" Shines

Mitilda, played by Sharie Powers, is a
quiet, scientifically oriented, child wonder.
Ms. Powers seemed to fit the mold perfectly
as she assuredly but strongly assumed those
qualities of "Tilly."
In portraying Ruth, who is Tilly's older
sister, Laura McKenna found herself to be
constantly dealing with social turmoil. Like
her mother, Ruth is incessantly pondering
her present social predicaments. The
characterization of the garrulous debutante
was excellently achieved by Ms. McKenna.
An added touch to the production was a
The play is set in a deliberatelyambigous musical interlude written and performed by
family living room and revolves around the Glen Clanct with Maureen McGibbon on
interactions and conflicts among a despari- flute which affectively underscored the
ing motherand her two daughers. Beatrice is play's thread of despair.
the matriarch of gloom and the role is
As the audience experiences the rather
played capablely by Lynn Sullivan. Ms. hopeless situation of Beatrice and her
Sullivan seemed to have some difficulty in daughters that aforementioned sense of
the early parts of the play in dealing with frustration develops and lasts through out
such a pessimisstic attitude but fortunately the production. That the Dramatic Society's
was able to well handle an extremely dif- presentation of ". .Man-in-the-Moonficult characterization. She is particularly Marigolds" was able to control the feeling
convincing when her despair lightens for a of despondency and not the other way
moment as she experiences a slight sense of around is a good sign for the rest of the BC
pride for her successful daughter, Mitilda, Theatre season. Whatever the future
only to remit again into Beatrice's incurable however, they have already produced a
sense of neglect.
definite highlight.

Tom Devaney
The BC Dramatic Society presentation of
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in
the-Marigolds" last week effectively captured the pervasive sense of frustration inherent in this Paul Zindel work. Both the
direction of Dr. Donald Shandler and performances by the cast however, managed to
avoid being trapped by the built in strength
and weakness of the script - i.e. the sense of
frustration and despondency so powerful it
threatens to overpowerthe production.

by
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John Updike/ Chronicler of Decay
"Here Come the Maples" (The New Yorker: reader to view the decline of Richard, a
Oct. 11, 1976) John Updike
decline which has not come at the hands of
the marriage; rather it is a self initiated
by C.F. Smith
"The weak force, Richard read, does not destruction. We are moved to view Richard
appreciably affect the structure of the as insecure, weak, and without courage. Upnucleus before the decay occurs; it is like a dike utilizes society's established roles to
flaw in a bell of cast metal which has no portray Richard as a flawed character with
effect on the ringing of the bell until it finally which the reader immediately identifies.
causes the bell to fall to pieces." The (Yet we are also moved to feel compassion
breakdown of the marriage in American for the pathetic nature of Richard's
society is perhaps the most common theme struggle.) Maple's journey, which leads to
found in the John Updike genre. "Here the divorce court, is reluctant, advancing
Come The Maples" is a re-newed effort of themes of insecurity and weakness. Updike
Updike as he comes to grips with the decay does not seek to camouflage his themes, they
of marriage. Richard and Joan have not are much too important for him to obsure.
struggled to achieve their relative success,
Weakness and insecurity of individuals
both characters are financially secure; are the central focus in both this story and
money being the most common problem in most of his novels. "Not for the first time in
marriage. The problem is not to be found in these two years did he feel an eggshell
externalities, the problem does not lie in thinness behind which he crouched and
pressure from the outside, the problem is which Joan needed only to raise her voice to
found in the individual. Updike directs his ibreak". Updike seems to condemn

This paperback edition is particularly

)rthwhile. because at $7.95. it is about
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BC Modern Dance

Books!!!!
These
Stuff
Illustrated History of Science Fiction, is £
strikingly beautiful, well-researched
thorough book that traces the history of Sci
Fi from Boccaccio to Ben Bova, frorr
Homer to Heinletn. Its thoroughness is sc
overwhelming that one could easily pon
over the hundred of fascinating photo;
(including dozens of color reproductions of
old pulp magazines) for weeks before ever
approaching the text.
Alternate Worlds' author, James Gunn, f!
undoubtedly the world's foremost authorit)
on the history of sci-fi and fantasy, having
been a president of the Science Fictior
Writers of America, a prolific author ol
science fiction in his own right, and a
professor on the subject at the University ol
Kansas. His book has been well-received by
the science-fiction community, according
him such honors as the 1976 Locus Award
and the 1976 Science Fiction Research
Association's Pilgrim Award.
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verage" and four derbiesis "excellent."
_For those who grew up watching Stan and
?llie in the thirites or on TV in the past 25
ears, Laurel & Hardy revives many
jrgotten memories with many pictures and
aptions.

mas list. Your Mom's liable to get Ritchie
Yorke's abominable Rock: The History of
Rock & Roll. This book, $4.00 cheaper than
the Rolling Stone volume, is so poorly
written and filled with mistakes (Yorke persists in spelling The Kinks' Ray Davies first
name "Rae"!), it's an insult to its readers'

HE ROLLING STONE ILLUSTRATED intelligence.

Schizoid Journey
HE GARDEN OF EDEN by Mark
onnegut Bantam Books $1.95
byNancy Stark
_Mark Vonnegut's autobiography is a peronal account of his bout with
chizophrenia, but has the potential for beng a story about any kid growing up amid
hs social turmoil of the sixties. In The
larden of Eden, Vonnegut is the embodinent of the typical middle-class hippie. It is
ii*contention that after four wasteful years
if college, it is time to abandon the system
nd adopt a more radical lifestyle. He states
hat instead of learning, he sought enlightennient. Instead of securtiy, he desired infinite
nner peace. And instead of a job, he was
mt to save the world. Upon success fully
rading the draft, Vonnegut decides to stake
claim for land in British Columbia to esablish a commune and consequently beat
he system.
Jn one sense, The Garden of Eden is about
group of idealistic college graduates out in
he real world to test their shared values and
o discover new and meaningful ones,
'/onnegut relates the story in a converational tone, such that he seems to be talkng to you rather than merely recounting
k'bat happened. A technique of this sort
auses the reader to reflect and re-evaluate
lis own life situation, so that insights are
;ained in oneself.
Jn a larger sense, however, The Garden of
Iden is a colorfully descriptive voyage into
he mind of a schizophrenic one that plays
in all thereader's senses. Vonnegut powerulTy describes the perpetual fear he must enlure when his mind conjures up horrible.

:

.
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life-like faces and images. He relates the
awful state of confusion which occurs when
he cannot distinguish what is going on
around him when he drifts away and blanks
into nothingness, and how when he is conscious, time either whirls him with amazing
rapidity or becomes frozen solid and lifeless.
It is interesting the way Vonnegut
heightens his contorted states of mind
through his sentence structure. To express
the swift movement of time, short concise
sentences are used being disjointed and jumping from subject to subject. In moments of
confusion, Vonnegut's writing becomes
powerfully imaginative with long rambling
sentences that seem to run on forever. The
style is quite effective in conveying
Vonnegut's bizarre mental condition.
The book is rounded out in the last
chapter, where a fully recovered Mark
Laura McKenna and Lynn Sullivan in "The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-rhe-Moon
Vonnegut offers a final statement on the Marigolds.
nature of schizophrenia. The statement is in
the form of a letter to a friend of the
author's, who presumably is suffering the
same mental infirmity. More than anything
INNER PEACE
else, the letter to a friend of the author's,
Some men seek mountains and sea shores.
who presumably is suffering the same menSome go to cabins way off in the hills.
else,
tal informity. More than anything
the
Men have traveled to the end of the earth.
letter is a rational assessment of
Searchingfor tranquillity's will.
schizophrenia,full of advice on proper treatNowhere can therebe greater solitude,
ment, and ways to personally approach the
or that inner peace .of which God has
problem without making the same mistakes.

l.esniak

Army

foretold.

Mark Vonnegut's writing style is true to
the reputed originalityarid imagination that
runs in his father's work. The Eden Express
is a book any Vonnegut lover will not want to
miss.

'

Than when a man canfind refuge whereever
he may be,
as he retires in to the depths of his soul,
j Joe Hudson
L

j

\

IN MEMORIUM
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Larkin: BC Pol Makes Good
Andrea Lichota
"How old are you? Twenty-one?
You're telling me three years ago
you were in high school and now
you're seeking to represent my interests in the legislature? You've got
to be kidding me."
During his campaign to represent
the 14th Norfolk District of
Massachusetts, Bob Larkin, a BC
senior was greeted by comments
similar to the one above. On
November 2, he beat his Republican
opponent, E. Loretta Reynolds,
whose experience in the politics of
Needham spanned fifteen years.
Larkin took the open seat by
eight hundred votes and became the
first Democrat and the first
Catholic to represent Needham. He
commented, "It was no landslide
but a good substantial victory. .During the campaign, I was
considered the underdog. My opponent was expected to walk right in
(since) Needham is traditionally a
Republican District."
Larkin owed his victory to an extensive door-to-door campaign.
Outside of the political circles, he
was fairly unknown, and, unlike his
opponent, he had no large endorsement sheet ("people make up their
own minds and that's the way it
should be"). However, as his doorto-door approach enabled him to
becomebetter known than his opponent, many Republicans and
Independentscame to the polls supporting him. From July until
by

.

November, Larkin had knocked at
some four and a half thousand doors
or at least eight per cent of the
residences in Needham.
To qualify his candidacy, Larkin
composed a general theme for his
campaign by calling himself an
Independent Democrat. He explained, "I am a registered
Democrat, but I cannot in good
conscience align myself with
politicians of my own party who
have been running things for so

long."
Larkin continued, "I believe in
the ideals of the Democratic Party,
that government serves the people,
but I do not believe in the personalities of the party who make

Boh
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TRIC Continues
Tuition Research
by Peter Ryan

The Tuition Research and Information Committee (TRIC) continued to organize against the
proposed tuition increase last week.
TRIC mailed 96 letters to various
universities across the country and
is collecting more financial data. In
the letters, TRIC asked the universities to list their tuition increases
from 1965 to their proposals for
next year. They plan to study these
statistics in comparision with the
cost of living increases in the various
states where these universities are
located. From this information
TRIC hopes to determine whether
or not the increases are caused by
cost of living increases, as the BC
administrationclaims.
TRIC also sent copies of the
same questionaires that were sent to
BC students to the presidents of the
undergraduate governments of the
universities. By doing this, they
hope to gauge the national sentiment of students toward tuition increases. Presidents were asked if
they had students on their university's Board of Trustees (BC does
not) and if budget proposals have
been given to them.
In an interview, UGBC Caucus
Chairman Gerry Urbaniak stated
that "the pressure of TRIC has
definitely been taken into considera-

OVAL
STUDIO
TYPING SERVICE
All your typing needs fulfilled
by trained personnel. Rates per
page or by the hour, whichever
is cheaper for you.

1016 Beacon St.

Brookline
734-1898

tion by the Board of Trustees. While
waiting for the return of letters to
universities, we are working on the
questionaires returned by BC
students. Unfortunately, requests
that Peter Markell (who is the contact between UGBC and the Board
of Trustees) help in the fight have
been ignored." Urbaniak also said
they are contacting commuter
student's parents in the hope of forming some type of parent coalition,
in which parents would call administration membersand thus apply more pressure. Furthermore,
TRIC is investigating the financial
status of BC families to determine
how the increase would effect the
chances of students returning to
Boston College next year.
TRIC member Charlie Peterson
is talking with administration
members and summarizing administrative meetings. This information and the TRIC data will be
printed in a booklet explaining why
TRIC believes the increase is unwarranted and this booklet will be
made available to universities upon
request.

"Unfortunately, all of this
research takes time." Urbaniak
said. "However, when the research
is finished, we will have the proof
that an increase is unnecessary.

**

Dragon Chef's got a lot more going for
you. Like watching your order prepared.
Like taking along the tastiest Chinese
cuisine in town. In a super new container.
We deliver packages for $5.00 and up,
50c within a 2 1/2 mile radius of the
restaurant. Sun. 4 PM to 11 PM. Mon. thru
Thurs.5PM.to11PM. Fri. & Sat.'tiM AM.
We're open Sun. thru Thurs. from 2 PM
to 11:45 PM. Fri. & Sat. 4 PM to 1:45 AM.
So take us in.
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fice."

In addition to his job at the
statehouse, Larkin will continue
attending classes next semester. He
does not foresee any conflicts
between the two, stating, "It will be
easier during the session than the
campaign. With the session, I know
what I'm up against, whereas in the
campaign, I never knew what i was
up against."
Once he is sworn in this January,
Larkin hopes to get appointed to the
Committee of Commerce and
Labor. He senses the urgency to
create more jobs in Massachusetts
for unemployed heads of families
and college graduates.Larkin's concern for the business climate and his
interest in revamping the state
budget system had attracted many
Republicans to his ticket.
Before he leaves the legislature,
Larkin hopes to improve the state of
the elderly in Massachusetts. His
work as a volunteer on the
Congressional Committee that was
investigating nursing homes left an
"indelible impression" on him.
Larkin stated, "The elderly are
treated shabbily in society. .1 am
doing research now. .It will
probably be another couple of years
before I actually get into it in a big
way and then I'll see if I'm prepared
to answer the need."
In dealing with the legislature,
Larkin feels he has a solid foundation of experienceto drawupon. His
qualifications range from serving on
several committees in the town of
Needham to his positions as Town
Meeting member and State House
Legislature Aid. Formerly, Larkin
was an intern in the US House of
Representatives. He was also the
President of the Massachusetts
College Democrats and the student
member of the Democratic State
Committee.
When asked about his long range
political aspirations, Larkin
answered that he was not "locked
into being a professional
politician." After obtaining his BA
in Economics from BC, he hopes to
attend law school. Whether he will
decide to run for re-election will depend on this year's redisricting.
However, Larkin stated, "I will run
for re-election if for no other reason
than that I can do it, and, to prove
to the people in Needham who were
saying. .'It's a fluke that he won.'

DRAGON CWEF
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413 Washington St., Brighton. 782-6500
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Boston Symphony
Chamber Players
Three-Concert Series at:

..
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Bill's House of Pizza
Spaghetti
Delicious Pizza
HotOven Grinders
Largest Selection of Subs
FOR EVERY FIVE LARGE PIZZAS
GET ONE FREE

753 Beacon Street
Newton Centre

(next to Murray's Liquors)

964-1116

Thke in a great new
take-out idea.

serve them."
During the campaign, Larkin's
independence manifested itself when
he refused to take a campaign contribution from the Speaker of the
House. Although Larkin needed the
money, he reasoned that he "didn't
want to sell my soul or my vote to
any one."
While again playing upon his self
reliance, Larkin promised the voters
that he would be the "hardestworking state rep the district ever had."
He said, "Not everyone would agree
with me on many issues, but my
hard work would manifest itself in
more ways. I'll be a full-time rep.
I'll have no second job or elected ofgovernment

nAM-iiPM

Jordan Hall
(New Location)

Sunday, January 30, 1977
Sunday, March 13, 1977
Sunday, April 17, 1977
(all concerts at 4:00 p.m.)

'

Series Subscriptions, priced at $12, $9, and $6, are being
filled by sending your check to: Chamber Players Series,
Symphony Hall, Boston, Mass. 02115.
Program information will be available from the office of the
Chamber Players (266-1492, ext. 115).
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Think About This
Over Thanksgiving:

$239
Bermuda
all
and charges)
(includes

taxes

Florida
(includes all

taxes and charges

Barbados
(January 8-15)

$275

(all inclusive)

Cartegena,
C
olumbia
(includes all taxes and
Contact:

Joe Griffin or

Susie Adams

$165

charges)

$378

a(969

.0100

ext.3119

after 7pm
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NEWSBRIEFS
Fasting Proves Fruitful
Patrick Carome
Last Thursday approximately 1600 students participated in a "Fast for
a World Harvest", according to Pat Burns, the student coordinator for
the BC World Hunger Committee. A total of $2400 was collected.
Half of the students involved were resident students who arranged to
have the cost of the meals they would have normally eaten, $1.85,
donated by the BC Food Service. The remaining 800 were non-meal plan
students making direct donations.
These figures represent a near-doubling in support compared to last
year's program, which raised $1300 and had 900 participants. Threequarters of the money contributed was given to the Oxfam-America relief
organization. The remaining funds will got to the Boston-based Project

by

Fine Jewelry
Unique Crafts
Supplies for the head

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA
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l Grand Opening. December I
I The Bazaar at Grendels Den
\ Harvard Square, Cambridge

I!=dI If~ll

D)

/if)34 Helicon St.
Cleveland Circle

Bread.

Burns was enthusiastic about the success of the day."I felt an atmosphere of serious concern for the program on campus. Everywhere I
went during the week preceeding the fast I heard people talking about it.
A great deal of energy was generated." The program also achieved its
goal of stimulating an awareness to the problems of hunger, according to
Burns. He noted that the majority of persons donating money actually
fasted and did not just go elsewhere to eat.
Loc.cing towards the future with optimism Burns said, "The challenge
with which we are now faced is to harness the energy generated today and
direct it to useful activity." Possibilities of such action are the instituting
of projects to control the massive waste by students of dining hall food
and to see that the junk items distributed by vending machines and cash
cafeteriasbe replaced with more nutritious food."
The sheets which all fast participants signed will be xeroxedand sent to
president-elect Jimmy Carter as a demonstration of concern over world
hunger and a call for foreign policy action attacking this problem.
Further avenues of student participation in the solution to the problem,
such as letter writing campaigns, are also being considered.

Shaw House Plans
Year's Activities
by Nicholas Morris
Shaw House, the A&S Honors Program dorm on upper campus is
becoming more accessible to the University. This year, for the first time,
the house is Co-ed, which has changed the atmosphere decidedly. A new
awareness and responsibility has affected the residents this year. After a
slow start, lectures, socials and dinners have been organized. These have
been largely due to the dogged persistence of the House co-ordinator, Fr.
John Michalczyk. He has helped the residents-plan the popular Sunday
night eleven o'clock mass and such events as Prof. Bluhm's lecture on the
Reformation. The residents on their own held a two day plant sale in late
October which raised money for improving the decor of the living room.
There is a closer cooperationthis year between the Honors Program office and the students in Shaw, who were selected by Prof. Folkhard, head
of the Honors Proeram, on their ability to enact special programs.
They have published a newsletter and sponsored a Halloween party. The House hopes that next semester students
will come on Thursday evenings for study breaks. Upcoming events include a harpsichord recital on Dec. 2 and Christmas party in December.
Most of the events are opened to the entire University, and anyone
with suggestions for lectures or event should stop by or contact Tom
-,
Bassette at 964-6459.

Brookline
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Intellectual Elitism?

2772140

- 332 2524

GALERIA& ALLSTON 1: 2,3:55, 5:50,7:45,9:40
ACADEMY 2: 7:15.9:10

by Paul McPartland
In the most recent display of Christian charity in the "Boston College

community" the food service has decreed that secretaries and -grad
students not on the university payroll will be barred from entering the
Faculty Dining Room. In a memo, Director of Dining Services John
Callahan stated that "we have made several changes to accomodate the
majority of requests and will continue to review the service with the hope
of filling the specific needs of everyone." Apparently, BC's conception of
"everyone"is somewhat narrow.
In a letter to The Heights and BC administrators, Gary Orgel, an attorneyand memberof the Philosophy Department, composed thefollowingrebuttal of the policy. One can only say that it is a suprise to find that
someone actually cares.
"I find the exclusion of University secretaries and Graduate Students
not on the university payroll a disgraceful and capricious display of attitudes which have no place in a University community. Secretaries, most
of whom are women, are undoubtedly amongst the most underpaid universitypersonnel. Yet they are the people upon whose shoulders falls the
burden of doing so many of the significant tasks that keep the university
and its various departmentsrunning...As usual in this society, we are blatant in our discrimination against precisely those working people who
provide the necessary material conditions for engagingin academic pursuits. This is intellectual elitism at its worstlThe case for graduate
students not on the university payroll turns on a different but certainly
related phenomenon. These are the people who receive no university
Financial support. Many of them must hold part-time jobs to sustain
themselves during their education. We thus exclude precisely those people who can least afford to be denied access to inexpensive food (no
matter what it's quality)....Graduate students.rarely distinguish amongst
themselves on the basis of"on or ofF the university payroll. You thus arbitrarily introduce a further division into the heirarchy of what is already
a multi-tiered bureaucratic structure thus endangeringenhanced discord
and competition.
...Whether the decision was based on the recommendations of the Administration, the faculty or on your own personal convictions, I am
ashamed to be part of a "community" which displays such ignorance and
insensitivity, or rather perhaps such elitism and chauvinism...."
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Alper Seeks Criminal Reform
by Evan S. Marshall
Benedict S. Alper always wanted
to work with young people. Having
done undergraduate and graduate
work at Harvard, he began his
career in criminology as a probation
officer in the Boston Juvenile Court.
After a subsequent position as a correction officer at Charlestown State
Prison, he began work as a
researchers and reformer.
Thereafter he served as research
director of a New York State
Legislative Committee, developing
legislation for a series of youth
courts. He conducted a national survey as field secretary for the
American Parole Association, and.
under a Rockefeller Grant, wrote a
book on the English Borstal system
of reform schools. After work at the
Judge Baker Foundation, also in a
research capacity, he was appointed
chief statistician of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons.
World War II look him to Italy,
where he ran refugee and prisonerof-war camps and, at the end of the
war, administered five prisons in
Trieste as a Major in the Corps of
Military Police. He then returned to
Washington as special assistant to
the Director of the Federal Bureau
of Prisons.
He has been associated with the
United Nations since its inception.
As the first Chief of the Section of
Social Defense, he initialed the
Crime Prevention Programjhere.
He has served as consultant in the
United Nations Crime Congress in
Stockholm. Geneva and Tokyo.
Alper's teaching career hegiin at
the New School for Social
Research, in New York. He was
then appointed lecturer at Boston
College, and in the past decade he as
lectured also at the Law School of
Victoria University, in Wellington.
New Zealand: for the UN Asia and
Far East Institute on Crime: and at
Rutgers University Law School. He
is currently Visiting Professor of
Criminology at BC.'
His varied career enables him to
weave his experiences into the
teaching of his courses, which cover
the areas of criminology, juvenile
delinquency and the juvenile court,
and the adult and juvenile correctional processes. Other courses have
included "White-Collar Crime."
and "Crime in Literature." which
he taught with Professor John
McAleer of the English Depart-

not the only ones with the solutions.

We're all in the crime business
together, and we can learn from
other countries."
He is active in reform groups to
improve the traditionalcorrectional
system: "Two thirds of the people
who go to prison return to lives of
crime. Eighty percent of the serious
crimes on the street are committed
by people who've been through the
system. Prison doesn't deter; it
doesn't rehabilitate. Because we
have prisons, they tend to get filled
up. ." He is active in the National
Moratorium on Prison Construction.
Professor Alper is a strong
beleiver in the preventive aspects of
correction, and feels that the
problem of young people should be
addressed with before their lives
become fixed in crime. Those who
don't start in crime until they are in
their mid-teens don't continue, he
says, nearly as often as those who

.

BB

Ibßhl
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start at twelve and thirteen and are
early inducted into it. Early labeled
as delinquents, such youths spend
their lives fulfilling the prophesy
which that label connotes. To illustrate the weakness of the present
system, Alper points out that exactly two and a half times as much
money is spent by the Department
of Corrections for adult offenders as
for the same number of youths in
the Department of Youth Services.
Professor Alper is involved in the
political life of Brookline, as a
member of the Democratic Town
Committee and a Town Meeting
member. During the summers he
and his wife travel when they are not
at their lakeside cottage (which they
built themselves) on Cape Cod.
His publications, which total
several score, include eight books,
of which the latest. Prisons InsideOut, is based bn the lectures he
delivered at the UN Crime Institute
Professor Benedict Alper
in Japan, in 1973.
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ment.

Professor Alper aims in his
give students two dimensions they might not usually receive:
the vertical thrust of history
("because nothing that we're doing
today is new; it's just an old idea
come around again in a new form");
and the horizontal dimension of universality, using the information
gleaned in his researches and
travels to show that "we're not the
only ones with a problem, and we're
classes, to

Elections
for the 1977
Heights
Editorial Board
will be held
on Tues. & Wed.,
December 7 & Bth
from 12-3 pm
All positions Open
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor
Associate Editor(s)
Layout Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor

General Meeting
for staffers, editors
Mon., Dec. 6 at 8 pm
McElroy 113
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McMahon's

386 Market Street Brighton
782-5060
from BC, go down Comm. Aye. to Chestnut Hill Aye.- take left onto Chestnut Hill Avefollow down thru Brighton Center and McMahon's is on your right

Open 7 Nights - 7pm to lam

Boston's NEW College Pub
I Monday |

All drinks half price all night 6' TV Screen Monday Night Football

I

Tuesday |

OPEN BAR all night - Featuring Gordie Milne - $4. Cover

[Wednesday |

12 oz. Mugs of Schlitz - 25« all night with the "Fabulous Pharoahs" - $1. cover

-- ALL drinks half price 7 to 9 I
I Wednesday thru Saturday
Thursday
I

I

All drinks half price 7 to 9 - All bar drinks $1. 9 to 1 - Draft 35« 9 to 1 Featuring 'The Great Rubber Band" - $1. cover

Friday [
The Cape's Newest Hit - "Spring Rain"

Saturday

?

Moxie

Sunday I
Q
12 oz. Mugs of Schlitz 50a 9to 1 all bar drinks $1.

-

9to 1 - $1. cover
HAPPY HOUR -sto 9 with Billy White "IRISH NIGHT" -- Doherty Sisters
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BC Offense Jells, Steamrolls UMass 35-0
John Corbett
For Boston College football
players and fans it was somewhat
like a version of "YouAsked For
It". It was that big guys walk over
little guys episode that they've been
waiting for all season. For the
UMass Minutemen it was a dismal
way to end a disappointingseason.
It was a 35-0 BC romp over a
spirited, but severely undermanned
and overmatched UMass team at
Amherst last Saturday afternoon.
by

through an enormous hole opened
by the Eagle line and went 17 yards
untouched for the score on the first
play of the second quarter. One
minute later it was Melchiorre
again, this time bouncing off a few
would-be tacklers and driving 37
yards to make it 28-0 BC.
The remainder of the half
featured the stauncnch Eaaaagllegle
le defense stopping the Minutemen
cold and the second-string Eagle
backfield unable to move the ball.
The halfended with BC on top 28-0.

Yukica commented, 'Conway is a
good football player. He ran inside
and broke tackles well today. Neil
Green ran his best since the Texas
game," but added, "We weren't
making the big yards on the option
play."
Not to be underestimated in this
game was the play of the Eagle
defense. They held the Minutemen
to a mere 120 yards total offense,

The Minutemen were trying to
while BCran up an impressive 373
bounce back after a disasterous outyards total. They were simply too
much for the UMass offense to haning the previous week in which they
The starting offense opened up dle and only allowed them to cross
lost the Yankee Conference to the
University of New Hampshire. The the second half and proceeded to into Eagle territory twice in the enEagles, coming off an impressive embark on another _Capriola- tire game.
28-14 victory over Syracuse, were Melchiorre time consuming drive.
going with their power running This one took six minutes and was
The game was simply a case of
game, with Glen Capriola and Tony highlighted by two Smith passes, domination be the Eagles as they
Melchiorre in the backfield with one to Pete Laßoy for 16 yards and rattled off 83 offensive plays to only
the other to Bill Paulsen for 11.
40 for UMass. Coach Yukica adQuarterback KenSmith.
Coach Yukica commented after the mitted that 'We didn't have the outThe Eagles scored all the points game, "They gave us a lot of
that they would need in their first changes and stunts but we were ward emotion they had". Maybe
possession. They took the opening determined not to give up anything.
they didn't, but they control the
kickoff facing into what Coach Joe
game from start to finish and
Yukica called "as tough a wind as We wanted to maintainball control, UMass was never really in it at all.
I;ve seen", and proceeded to conkeep the clock moving and keep
sume nine minutes with a making first downs." They not only
devastating 80 yard drive that concontrolled the ball, but put some
sisted of 19 plays, mostly 4 and 5 points on the board also. Capriola
yard bursts by Capriola and made it 35-0 with a 5 yard blast and
Melchiorre. The drive was capped the starting offense sat it out for the
off by a 12 yard touchdown pass remainder of the game.
by Sean Mulcahv
from Smith to Paul McCarty.
The second offense took over
"We put together three excellent
Later on in the period, an alert after that drive and looked games" was how Coach Tom
Byron Hemmingway grabbed a "sluggish and sloppy" according to Groden put it as his team walked
Brian McNally first down pass at Coach Yukica. They seemed able away with third place in the Eastern
the line of scrimmage and raced 27 to move the ball on the running of Water Polo Championships at
Neil Green and Dan Conway, but Brown University. Considering the
yards to make it 14-0 Eagles.
twice failed to score deep in UMass fact that the Eagles lost five starters
The Eagles got the ball back in territory on fourth down and 2 at from last year's team, this is no ordinary feat. What is more amazing
great field position on the UMass
25, when UMass' Dennis Dent the UMass 5 yard line, and O'Brien is that until after a three hour, four
overtime struggle with Southern
had a pass intended for Laßoy
fumbled the ensuing kickoff.
Melchiorre wasted no time in taking batted down at the line with fourth Connecticut, BC could have been
advantage of that as he broke and 3 at the UMass 11. Coach the top team in the East.

BBobenso
Defense! Peter Cronan stops UMass back cold. Eagle "D" was tenacious
all day in 35-0 romp.

Water Polo Takes 3rd ln Easterns
The Eagles overpowered their
first round opponent Perm State
with a flurry of shots which virtually
ended the game at halftime. The 12-9 score was not indicative of the
play as BC outswam their victims
throughout the contest. Neal
Costello (5 goals) and Steve
Chandler (3 goals) led BC offensively, while goalie Mark Gallivan
turned back 12 shots in 2 quarters of
playing time.
In the second round BC faced a
very physical Southern Connecticut

Ruggers Topple UNH; Face'Zoo' ln Final
by Bob Dolan
The cry of "Go you Ruggers" is
slowly dying down as the BC Rugby
team winds up their season. Their
last remaining game will be played
at UMass on Nov. 20th. After a
slow start the team has gained

momentum in the latter part of the

season.
Their latest victory came over
UNH on Sat. November 13th. The
"A" team came away with a 10-7
victory. In that contest BC scored
all their points in the first half. A

Wayne Moss pass to Craig Gilmartin accounted for the first "try" of
the game as BC broke out on top 40. The eagles added another 3 points
on a penalty kick by Rupert Leeming, but UNH matched that with a
30 vd. penalty kick of their own.

Bob

Benso
Melchiorre on way to second TD of game.

Another Rupert Leeming penalty
kick closed out BC's scoring for the
day. In the 2nd half the Eagles saw
UNH bring the score to 10-7 and it
was nip and tuck till the very end
with BC's "A" team holding onto
the victory.
The "B" squad didn't fare as well
as they lost a close 10-9 match.
Frank Tessitore registered a try for
BC and PeterKerr kicked an amazing 40 yd. field goal, but theirefforts
were not enough. A penalty kick by
UNH in the last two minutes of the
game spelt defeat for the Eagles.
Both the"A" and the "B" matches
were closely contested with good
play throughout the matches.
A week before the matches
against UNH, BC squared off
against Harvard. The"A" team
came out on the short end of the
stick as they lost 8-6 in a very hard
fought match. The Crimson put the
first points on the board as they
scored a try. BC came back though
with a tough 30 yd. run by CoCaptain Wayne Moss for a try. The
conversion was good and BC found
themselves ahead 6-4 at halftime.
The 2nd half proved to be the
"A" team's undoing as early in the
2nd half Harvard scored a try that
made it 8-6 and it stayed that way
till the end. The forward pack for
continued on page S3

the same team they beat in
overtime in the New Englands. Only
this time the squads reversed roles.
Trailing 3-0, the Eagles notched 2
goals on a late quarter score and a
penalty shot to comeback to a 3-2
deficit at the half. Regulation time
ended in a 6-6 tic and the teams had
eight goals each at the finish of two
overtime periods. With 10 seconds
left in the second sudden death overtime SConn scored a goal off a
Mark Gallivan deflection and ended
all BC hopes of the top spot in the
East.
Playing their third game in 24
hours the Eagles bounced back to
wipeout Trinity 15-6 and caputre
team,

the consolation game. Steve

Chandler, Neal Costello and Scot

Dube provided the offensive
firepower with 11 goals between
them. Mark Gallivan stopped 10 of
16 shots on goal to lead the defense.
Coach Tom Groden commented on
BC's excellent passing and defense
as the key to the Eagles landslide
victory.
For the tournament, BC's Mark
Gallivan (32 saves in 3 games) and
Steve Chandler (10 goals) earned
All-East first team with Neal
Costello receiving honorable mention honors. Particularly amazing is
Mark Gallivan, who last year
played defenseand is in his first year
as goalie.
Coach Groden said, "Nobodyexpected must of us this year with 5 of
7 starters gone. We used a different
style with faster swimmers this year.
It was a very satisfying season."
This is a very young team but
they sure proved they are a team to
contend with as demonstrated by
their performances in the New
Englands and the Easterns.

SPECIAL SECTION
This week. Heights Sports offers its annual Winter Sports Preview featuring
the upcoming hockey and basketball
seasons. For further details, see center-

fold.
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Hockey Seeks New Heights, ECAC '1' Title
Jane McCarthy
If you see a lot of smiling faces
around McHugh Forum lately, it is
because the upcoming season's
prospects are very bright. With a
strong returning nucleus of twentyone lettermen on this year's squad,
including nine dedicated and experienced seniors how can one help
but be optimistic.
With the hard work of practices
and scrimmages behind them, the
real work begins when the Eagles
take to the ice against Boston State
tomorrow evening at McHugh
Forum, officially opening the
season.
This season's schedule favors the
Eagles, as more games are at home,
and some of those traditional tough
rivalries will be fought out down at
McHugh. One of the exciting teams
in the WCHA league of the West,
St. Louis, invades BC on Sunda>,
Nov. 28 as the season gets into full
tilt. Last season, the Eagles visited
Billiken territory, coming away with
two defeats but this year, revenge is
definitely in mind. Then next Tuesday the Eagles will really be tested
when they travel down to Brown
University, whom Coach Ceglarski
leels "will be number I, and UNH.
BU and Vermont should be as good
as anybody."
On December 8 the Eagles travel
down to Providence to play the
always tough Friars with their
famous brother act - the Wilsons.
That Saturday, Dec. I 1 the Eagles
travel up to Vermont to play one of
the real toughies in ECAC I. This
will be the first time an Haglc team
will play at Vermont, and the
Catamounts don't look to make it a
welcome visit. Providence travels
down to McHugh to try and even
their record with BC on Dec. 13.
and a very exciting Notre Dame
team, traditionally one of the best in
the west, will come to BC on Dec.
19.
After the Irish invasion, the
Eagles travel to Syracuse. NY to
participate in the Syracuse Invitational along with Colgate.
Cornell, and Princeton on Dec. 28
& 29. This tournament should he

by

I

tough with three good ECAC teams
providing the opposition. An always
improving Pennsylvania team comes here January 6, and the Eagles
take to the road to face UNH on
January 8. This game is always a
tough one because the Wildcats, one
of the stronger teams in the East,
play their home games at Snivel)
Arena, where the electricity for
home games is similar to McHugh.
The Eagles then return home for
seven straight important ECAC
Division I games. This streak of
games will be extremely significant
in determining the ECAC standings
which will be just taking form. Thre
straight Ivy league powers in Harvard on Jan. 11, Cornell Jan. 15 and
Dartmouth on Jan 18 come to
McHugh during this important
stretch. Following this. BU. Vale
and St. Lawrence come to BC on
January 22, 25 & 28. The Terriers
are arch-rivals, but slightly weaker
this year with the loss of several key
players, including top scorer Mike
Fidler. who is now playing with the Eagles tune up for season in which optimism
abounds.
Cleveland Barons. The Saints are
For a closer look at the six inalways stiff competition, but less so frosh Walt Kyle; Billy Army will be
away from home. Then the Eagles
between Robbie Riley and Kerry coming freshmen recruits: Charlie
will host UNH on Feb. I as the Young; Eddie Reardon centering Antetomaso is from Wakefield,
schedule reaches a peak with the anfor Brian Burns and Tom Songin Mass, and attended Austin Prep,
nual Beanpot Tournament, when and Brian Driscoll between Brendan where he captained his team, was a'
BC attempts to defend their chamGlynn and Dave Eversman. The three year All-Star and Allpionship in an opening round clash defensive pairings should be Joe Scholastic, Charlie also is a member
with Harvard. Four Division I conAugustine with John McGuire, of the National Honor Society.
tests remain: Clarkson at home Feb
Dave Annecherico and Dan Coach Ceglarski feels that Charlie
11, a rematch with BU - there on
McDonough, and Skip' House with is a good puck handler, very strong,
Feb. 26, and RPI and Princeton Charlie Anletomaso who will be the and good offensively.
close out the season on the road.
Another highly sought after
swing man. The goalie situation will
With such a difficult schedule have Bill Wilkens and Paul Skid- player whom Coach Ceglarski says
against Division I teams, the Eagles more splitting the chores. Coach "is a good playmaker and shoots ver
are lucky to be strong defensively. Ceglarski notes the hard work of well" is Billy Army who hails from
Says Coach Ceglarski "We haven't soph Mike Cronan out of Peabody East Providence, RL Billy prepped
lost anyone on defense through and frosh Dave Dionne out of at Phillips Andover Academy, and
was his teams MVP his junior and
graduation, and offensively we can Nashua, NH also in the nets.
skate as well as anybody. One of the
Coach Ceglarski says that "This senior years. In addition, he was
weaknesses we will ahve to work on is as good a freshmen class as we All-State 3 times, leading score and
is keeping the puck out of our /one. have had in a long time. We are holds the RI State Assist Record
Last year we gave too much offense hoping we can continue from where (75). Bill's offensive skills can be anto the other team, as as a result I've we left off last year. We have a lot of ticipated by the fact that he was a
juggled our offensive lines to try to experienced seniors - in numbers, high school All-American last year.
Brian Burns comes to BC via
something we haven't had recently.
get 3 or 4 equally productive lines."
As it stands now. the lines will be These are kids who will run this Arlington High, where he carried on
a long family tradition of playing
Captain Bob Ferriter centering for team, and with more balanced scorPaul Barrett and Joe Mullen; Mike ing we should have the best for his dad - Coach Ed Burns. Yet
Martin centers for Joe Fernald and balanced team in mv five years."
another All-Scholastic for 2 years,
and MVP for his league last year,
Brian's offensive prowess led him to
be recruited by several NE powers.
Joe Caffrey comes from
Minneapolis, Minnesota where he
played for Washburn High. Joe was

Martin

Stephanie

:

All-City in Both hockey and
baseball last year. Coach Ceglarski
believes "Joe is a good offensive
defenseman. catching up on defense,
since he played both positions in
high school."
Walt Kyle hails from Waterloo,
lowawhere he played for the Austin
Mavericks, a Junior "A" team in
Minnesota. Walt is the first player
ever to be recruited for collegiate
hockey out of lowa, he was a MidWest Junior League All-Star, and
Captained the National Champion
Mavericks last year. Coach
Ceglarski feels he is a good two way
player, who really gets the job done,
and knows enough to come back on
defense and help out."

Gerard Reardon comes from

nearby Charlestown, Mass., and
should be no stranger to BC, his

brother Ed is currently a senior on
the team, and his brother Bobby
was Captain in 1972. Gerard went
to Matignon High and prepped a
year at Northwood while earing
Catholic Conference All-Star and
All-Tourney awards.
With such a talented group of incoming freshmen to go with the
\u25a0 nucleus of a good returning squad,
the Eagles should be high atop
Eastern standings come March.

.

Hockey Schedule
November
Monday
22
Sunday
28
Tuesday
30

Boston State
St. Louis
at Brown

December
Northeastern
Friday
3
St. Anselm's
Sunday
5
Wednesday at Providence
8
at Vermont
Saturday
11
Providence
Monday
13
Notre Dame
Sunday
19
Tuesday
28
Syracuse Invitational

(Colgate, Cornell, Princeton, BC)
29
Wednesday
Finals-Syracuse Invitational

January

22
25
28

Saturday Boston University
Yale
Tuesday
St. Lawrence
Friday

February
1 Tuesday New Hampshire
3 Thursday
at Dartmouth
7 Monday
Beanpot Tournament
BC vs Harvard
BU vs. Northeastern
11 Friday
Clarkson
14 Monday Beanpot Finals
at Boston Garden
at Army
Saturday
Bowdoin
Tuesday
22
at Boston
26 Saturday
University

19

January

6
8
11

Thursday
Saturday

15

Saturday
Tuesday

V

18

Tuesday

Pennsylvania
at New Ham P

Harvard
Cornell

Dartmouth

March
l
5

Tuesday
Saturday

\

at R.P.I.
at

Princeton

)

From left to right; top row: Brian Burns, Gerry Reardon, Walter Kyle.
Bottom Row: Charlie Antetomaso, Bill Army, Joe Caffrey.
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Basketball Prospects Cautious But Optimistic!
from the high school level, has
Joe Filice
Time and a new array of talent stepped in comfortably at running
have healed the wounds of the the break and the offense. The two
Boston College Basketball team other freshman recruits are Louis
that were inflicted by last seasons Benten. a 62" guard from Ft.
dismal 9-17 showing. But bury the Lauderdale Florida who possesses a
past and look to the future, the fine shooting touch, and 64" Jeff
1976-77 version is a 'new look' Roth, another of the more consisEagle squad that is bubbling with tant players.
enthusiasm.
As for goals. Coach Zuffelato
Coach Bob Zuffelato feels the
team is coming along nicely and fits
snugly into his style of play. "The
year we are playing quick tempo
basketball. It is a running game but
it is always under control. Our
defense will be the same brand; all- by Allan Cohen
out, tough and intense. ." With
The basketball season officially
this style of action comes excitetaps-off November 29 when the
ment and exciting basketball is what
Eagles host the University of
Coach Zuffelato wants to bring to Maine. Following Maine-Orono.
the fans this year.
BC will play 25 games including
The team proved they are capable three tournaments in December.
of playing this brand of basketball The schedule features all of the New
in their sneak preview exhibition England favorites, 4 Ivy League
against St. Mary's. "That is the way teams, and eight schools that have
we hope to play all year; unselfish received national honors in preand team oriented."
season polls.
The three tournaments will add
The Eagles are a very strong
team, not oversized but quick and considerable spice to the schedule,
well balanced. Every player is and will again offer BC the national
counted on to contribute his own attention Coach Zuffelato has
strengths to the total effort. "If you sought. The first tournament, just
want to look for a weakness, one month into the schedule, is the
rebounding could be one. But if we Colonial Classic at the Boston
play fundamentally sound, I don't Garden. Providence, Holy Cross,
and U Mass will be on hand to deteranticipate any problem."
The entire front line was lost to mine who's tops in New England.
graduation last year but it was filled Providence and Holy Cross are the
in quickly by a trio of J. C. favorites as the Friars bid for their
transfers, 69" rebounding specialist 7th consecutive 20-victory season
Bob Bennifield who is also a good "with a deep, experienced frontshot-blocker, 67" J.C. Ail- court" of Bruce Campbell, Bill
American Mike Lunday. a solid and Eason, and Bob Cooper. Also
consistant forward and 6'B" Rick returning will be outstanding guard
Kuhn who plays the game with the Joe Hassett and sickness prone Bob
type of enthusiasm Coach Zuffelato Misevicius whom the Friars'
dreams of.
coaches hope will be a major conThere are six returning lettermen, tributor at center. Add to the team
which gives the Eagles a strong Sly Williams, former high school
foundation. Led by sophomores star from New Haven, and
Tom Meggers and Ernie Cobb, Providence looks tough already.
Meggers, at 69" was the fourth
Holy Cross has returned from
leading scorer on the team as a last season's NIT with Chris Potter,
freshman and Cobb is one of the Bill Doran, and Kevin McAuley.
liveliest players on the court. He Freshman recruits Ron Perry, of
seems to be everywhere and sparks Catholic Memorial fame, and 6-9
the hustle which is imperative for Charlie Browne, from the Bronx,
BC's success. Another returning should bolster HC's offense, and
sophomore, Mike Bowie is a "great- drive the Crusaders to another postly improved player from last year." season tournament.
Wisconsin, Marquette and ClemHe has had a good preseason and at
67", he shows his versatility by son will partake in the Milwaukee
playing at both guard and forward. Classic with Marquette the best bet
Guards Mike Shirey and John to win. Al McGuires Warriors were
O'Brien will both be vying for star27-2 last season and narrowly lost to
ting sports as both have had Indiana, the national champs, in the
valuable experience playing at the third round of the NCAA tournacollegiate level. Chic Jurgens ment. Bo Ellis, Butch Lee, Bernard
Toone, and JeromeWhitehead have
returns for his senior year after being out all last season with an injury. returned, and will be backed by
He is set for plenty ofaction as he is three transfers and a high chool star
back to 100%
from Chicago. McGuire and MarThe fast break will also play an quette should finish the season
invaluable role in BC's game plan. among the top 3 teams in the counFreshman Jim Sweeney, one of try.
three blue chip recruits this year
Clemson has returned 9 of 10
by

.

sets his sights high. "Our goal is to
make it to the ECAC playoffs and

then represent our area in the
NCAA tournament. As you can see
we have a tough schedule and it will
be very competitive."
The enthusiasm is there, the
talent is there, and the optimisim is
there. All the Eagles need now is
support.

Eagles Set Sights High
But What A Schedule!

regulars from last season including
the "Tree".
Atlantic Coast
Conference rivals hope senior
Wayne "Tree" Rollins has finally
stopped growing as this imposing 7I, 230 pound giant has improved
Clemson's performance year-byyear. Luckily for BC, Clemson and
Marquette will square off in the
opening round of the tournament.
New Year's Eve BC will travel to
Minneapolis for the Pillsbury's Best
Classic which will feature Big Ten
standout Univ. of Minnesota.
Cornell and Montana will also be
competing, but the class recipe of
the tournament belongs to the
Gophers of Minnesota. Second
year coach Jim Dutcher's Gophers
will be vying for national honors,
and will depend upon 6-10 junior
Mike Thompson. Averging close to
26 points and twelve rebounds per
game last season, Thompson should
take his team for a piece ofnational
cake and Pillsbury's Best.
Syracuse, Rutgers and
Georgetown are three more tough BC hits the boards in impressive win over St. Mary's.
assignments, and only Syracuse is a
home date. The Orangemen will
prove they're better at basketball
than football though graduation
wiped out last season's squad.
What should retain Syracuse as an
Maine-Orono
Monday
November 29
Hampshire
eastern power are transfers, big men
New
Wednesday
December I
under the boards, and New York
Harvard
Saturday
December
4
state's leading high school scorer
Tuesday
Syracuse
December
7
each of the past two seasons', Hal
December 11
Colonial Classic
Saturday
Cohen.
(Providence vs. BC, UMass vs. Holy Cross)
Rutgers reached the semi-finals
Colonial Classic Finals
December 12
Sunday
in the NCAA tournament last sprat Boston Garden
ing and will again display a potent
December 18
attack. All-American candidate Ed
at St. Joseph's
Saturday
Jordan has returned at point guard,
December 27
Monday
Milwaukee Classic
and the Scarlet Knights are strong
(Wisconsin vs. BC, Marquette vs. Clemson)
inside with experienced sophomores
Tuesday Milwaukee Classic Finals
December 28
Jim Bailey and Abdel Anderson.
Thursday
December 30
Pillsbury's Best Classic
Georgetown has one of its
(Cornell, Montana, Minnesota, BC)
strongest teams in history having
December 31
Friday Pillsbury's Best Classic Finals
scored heavily in the recruiting wars
January
12
signed
Wednesday
of local talent. GU
Craig
at LeMoyne
January 15
Shelton and John Duren, two high
at Rutgers
Saturday
January 19
scoring yet unselfish superstars
Northeastern
Wednesday
from DC in hopes of improving last
January 22
Holy Cross
Saturday
season's 21-7 mark including a win
January 25
at Yale
Tuesday
at Robert's Center.
January 27
Thursday
Connecticut
The Eagles will face each of the
January 30
Villanova
Sunday
teams that beat BC last year with
February
2
at Massachusetts
Wednesday
of
Francis.
It
will
the exception St.
February 5
Fordham
Saturday
be a tough schedule but the team
February
9
at
Rhode
Wednesday
confidence.
Island
has
February 12
at Holy Cross
Saturday

McC'ue

Tom

BasketballSchedule

February 15
February 19
February 23
jruary 26

Tuesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday

at

Dartmouth
Georgetown
at St. John's
at Fairfield

Rugby Subdues Crimson

Tom

McC'ue
R

Ernie "C" Cobb connects for two against outclassed Canadian visitors.
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continuedfrom page SI
BC put in a good effort and Mike
Brennan's defensive play was
noteworthy.
In the "B" game the Eagles
romped to a 17-4 victory as they
dominated their opponents. The
forward pack pushed in Jack
O'Doherty for the try and the conversion was good. A penalty kick
for BC made it 9-0 before Harvard
finally got onto the board with a try.
Bill Shotz ended the scoring for the

pushed in by Scan King and Frank
Tessitore. The 2nd half saw a
remarkable score for BC when Jack
Stapleton ran 35 yds, and then
passed to Bill Felton near the goal
line who made the try which ended
the scoring for the day. There was
also a third contest against Harvard, as the "C" team upended the
Crimson 8-4 as Roger DePrato and
Scan King each scored a try in the
2nd half to give BC their second vie-
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Featured Athlete

Chuck Moran: Team Player With Individual Prowess
John Fouhy
is there such a thing as a
Renaissance athlete? A person
whose interests and accomplishments encompass a wide
variety of sports? Even if
Michaelangelo couldn't sculpt the
figure, it does exist in the form of
Chuck Moran of the Boston College
soccer team. Before entering BC,
Chuck had dabbled with a soccer
ball in high school pickup haves.
Like any other sport he had tried,
Mr. Moran liked the "team
aspects" and the physical demands
of the game. However. Chuck was
still a complete novice to the finer
skills and strategy of soccer when he
tried out for the varsity team in his
freshman year. Still, he made it.
Four years, three as a starter and
two as a Greater Boston League
All-star, have ensued.
by

It has always been that way for
the senior general business major
from Dover, Massachusetts. Both
of Chuck's parents had been
professional athletes during periods
of their younger lives. His father
joined the professional tennis ranks
while his mother was a pro badmitton player (yes, there is such a
thing). Although some professional
parents push their children into a
sport mentality either to fulfill postcareer dreams or to develop a major
pro talent, Chuck's parents
accepted a passive role.
Chuck Moran did most of the
motivating on his own. While
"most of (his) friends played army
or something, Chuck played basketball and baseball as a precocious
toddler. The early start began
producing results in high school.
Chuck was a varsity baseball

player for four years at SoverSherbon High School. True to the
"Renaissance ideal", he played
every position except pitcher and
catcher. However, Chuck excelled
at the infield positions as a starter
for three seasons while consistently
batting over .400. During the
summer, he played for the Natick
American Legion team which included the finest baseball players
from a number of towns. Following
his senior year, he was granted a
tryout with the Boston Red Sox.
Chuck's interests didn't stop with
baseball. He led the Dover-sherbon
basketball team to the State fimals
and a 22-2 record in his senior year.
Also, he was, and is, an accomplished tennis player and was
ranked in the East as a skiier at one
stage in his life.
If all this is true then why only
soccer at BC For various reasons,
Chuck decided not to play baseball
at the Heights although he was
regarded as a fine find. Because he
"enjoys playing every sport",
Chuck feels that he spread himself
too thin in High school and didn't
develop one sport to the highest
possible level. Consequently, he
wasn't a spectacular collegebasketball or tennis player. Soccer gave
him a chance to develop his own
skills for a team result. That is what
he enjoys the most.
The "team concept" of any sport
is consistent with Chuck's nature.
Despite his super soccer talent and
GBL honors(voted by the coaches),
Chuck is a very modestindividual.
Tempered by his years as the "High
school supe jock", Chuck is a
serious person who can see through
the phoniness of people and ap-

Look What's Happening At

preciate the hidden quality. The
same applies to soccer.
Mr. Moran maintains that "the
guys out there were making me look
good, backing me up when I made a
mistake". He remembers one particular play which reminded him of
the importance of teammates. Jeff
Kurtz, an outside fullback, had been
cleanly beaten. Chuck, as sweeper,
had the responsibility of charging
the ball. He stole it, controlled it,
but slipped and fell giving the opponent a clear pathway to goalie Dave
Roache. Chuck expected to hear
cries of "Goal!", but when he
looked up, Kurtz had flattened the
opponent and was clearing the ball.
So much for do it yourself.
Chuck minimizes his accomplishments, but throughout the
year he anchored a defensive unit of
which Dave Roache has said, "they
allowed me enough time to lounge
around in an easy chair and sip on a
few cocktails." Simply, Chuck
Moran was a damn good fullback
and his teammates recogn
that
fact.
When pushed for memories of the
season, Chuck did not answer with
personal moments but with team accomplishments. Beating Babson
was number one because "we were
the underdogs and everybody did
their jobs", while team unity was
number two.
Being a perfectionist, Chuck says,
"When I make a mistake it's impounded on my mind. Somebody
might say that I played well, and
that feels good, but I usually could\u25a0'.
have done better." "Doing better",
is important to Chuck Moran, but'
he rarely does it for himself. Like 1
the Renaissance man, his product is.l
for somebody else to enjoy.
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Don 't Miss The Eagles
This Winter!

(THE HAMMOND)
(corner of Washington and Beacon Street)

BC STUDENTS' BAR AWAY
FROM HOME SINCE 1970!^,

Stephanie

Student hockey tickets

I

$14 (16 home games)

Upcoming Games:

Tuesday, November 23 vs. Boston State
Sunday, November 28 vs. St. Louis

I Student basketball
tickets
home
Join the Courtside Club

$10 (10

games)

plus Courtside Club T-shirt
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Upcoming Game: Monday, November 29

NIGHT"
1

i

Remember:
At all times

10 oz. mugs of beer
are only 304!
64 oz. pitchers are only $1.75!

vs. UMaine

Varsity Lacrosse Meeting
at McHugh Forum Monday, November 22 at 4:3opm
Heights Sports acknowledges and is grateful to the Blue Chips of
Boston College Athletics for the financial support Blue Chips
makes
available to an expanded Heights Sports.

